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ABSTRACT
The present study consisted of eleven experiments divided between two
series of studies. The first part of Series 1 aimed at replicating the findings of
Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al. (2009). Findings from Series 1 showed that ratebuilding, when number of practices and reinforcement rate are controlled, enhance
training accuracy. However, the greater response rates did not improve retention
accuracy, a failure to replicate. Given the contrary outcomes, the studies in the
second part of Series 1 attempted to fully replicate Porritt by using variables that
have been shown to improve retention accuracy. These results replicated Porritt
only when similar behaviours were trained under like conditions between the
Training and Retention components. An interpretation of the Series 1 data
suggests that, rather than response rate, response duration may contribute towards
retention accuracy. The second series of studies investigated the role of stimuli in
the repeated acquisition procedure. Findings show the use of colour cues
generated the greatest accuracy while completing behaviour chains. However,
both colour cues and position of last response were found to govern chain
completion accuracy. Findings from Series 2 suggest attention should be paid to
the use of cues when the repeated acquisition procedure is used in rate-building
experiments. Overall, the present study found that focusing on durationreduction, in an animal analogue study using a repeated acquisition procedure
with no-colour cues, may reveal the prime contributor to greater retention in
Precision Teaching.
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One of the most important tasks of society is to ensure its people are
properly educated. Nelson Mandela has stressed the importance of education
when he said, “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to
change the world.” To reflect their strong backing of education, the United States
government spends over $500 billion dollars per year to fund over 98,000 public
schools and 3.3 million teachers (NCES, 2012). But more important than money
spent is the quality achieved.
The United States attempts to provide a high quality education for all
Americans. The quality of education in the United States was first widely
scrutinized in one of the largest educational report cards in U.S. history, the
National Commission on Excellence in Education (NCEE, 1983). The NCEE
reported that the government initiatives to provide quality education “seem to
have lost sight of the basic purposes of schooling, and of the high expectations
and disciplined effort needed to attain them”, and warned of a “rising tide of
mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a people” (NCEE, 1983).
Thus, despite the expenditures, there is a problem with the quality of education in
the United States.
Attempts to improve the quality of education in America have aimed at
standards- and outcomes- based education and spending more money on higher
qualified teachers, merit based incentives for teachers, and increasing the number
of school programs. To date, these reforms have not been successful at improving
the quality of education (Burke, 2012; McNeir, 1993). As an alternative, Lindsley
(1991) and Skinner (1984) suggested that focusing on the design of instruction
could show promise at improving the quality of education, in addition to being
cost-effective.
The significance of instructional design was first highlighted in one of the
largest, and costliest, educational studies on “what works”, Project Follow
Through (1968). In Project Follow Through, the effectiveness of several different
instructional designs was tested on students’ learning across the United States
over four years. It was found that Direct Instruction produced the highest scores
in reading, arithmetic, spelling and language (Stebbins, St. Pierre, Proper,
Anderson, & Cerva, 1977).
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The power of the Direct Instruction (DI) model rests on several essential
teaching components (Becker, 1977). First, DI focuses on teaching towards
generalization while providing as much rapid-paced instruction as possible.
Second, DI is teacher-directed and ensures highly structured programs that are
designed for small-groups. Third, DI uses reinforcement-based approaches to
learning to ensure pre-requisite skills are being met and maintained throughout the
learning process. Lastly, DI uses biweekly criterion referenced tests to help
monitor student progress. One of the Direct Instructional approaches that is well
researched and widely applied in schools is Precision Teaching.
Precision Teaching
Precision Teaching is an instructional design, rooted in the science of
behaviour analysis, which describes the teaching, measuring, monitoring, and
evaluating of educational pedagogy (Binder, 2003; Crawford & Olson, 1990;
Kubina, 2005; Malabello, 1998). It has been used in sports (Keenan, 2002;
McDowell), special education (Liberty & Paeth, 1990), and business (Binder &
Bloom, 1989).
One of the most impressive and widely cited Precision Teaching
developments was a 10 year research project named the “Great Falls Precision
Teaching Project” (Beck & Clement, 1991). During the project, students who
received Precision Teaching instruction for just 30 minutes a day outperformed
their peers on state exams by 20% in reading and 40% in math; equivalent to
outcomes observed from Direct Instruction during Project Follow Through.
Precision Teaching proved to be so effective and reliable that a school using this
model, Morningside Academy, promises only two months are required for a
student to achieve a year’s worth of learning (Binder, 1988; Johnson & Layng,
1992). What sets Precision Teaching apart from other instructional designs is its
basis in a science that uses response rate as the standard metric (Lindsley, 1991).
The use of response rate in Precision Teaching began in the non-human
operant lab of B. F. Skinner (Lindsley, 1972). One of B. F. Skinner’s students,
Ogden Lindsley, was the first to apply the response rate measure to human
participants. Ogden Lindsley, along with colleagues, studied rate of task
completion in school children (Haughton, 1972; Lindsley, 1964); techniques were
then developed that characterize Precision Teaching to this day (Gallagher, 2006;
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Kessissoglou & Farrell, 1995; Kubina, 2005; Kubina, Ward, & Mozzoni, 2000;
Kubina & Morrison, 2000; Lindsley, 1972; White, 1986). An application of
Precision Teaching is characterized by the following techniques:
1.

The behaviour to improve (i.e., target behaviour) can be directly
observed and a response rate is selected for the student to achieve.

2.

Calculate how fast and accurate the student is currently performing
the targeted behaviour during a 1-minute practice.

3.

Immediately reinforce correct behaviour during practice and
provide feedback.

4.

Display behaviour on the Standard Celeration Chart (SCC).

5.

Based on the charted data, make a decision on whether to continue
with the current practice routine or make a change.

As a first step, Precision Teachers focus on behaviour that can be directly
observed and measured (Kubina et al., 2000). For example, a student standing up
from sitting in his chair would be a directly observable and measurable behaviour.
The behaviour targeted for increase is measured using counts of
observable behaviour over time (i.e., response rate) and this is the standard
measure of achievement for Precision Teachers, as opposed to the traditional
percentage correct measure. Precision Teachers report count per minute (Graf &
Lindsey, 2002); they may instead report count per second, hour, day, month, and
year. For example, rate of behaviour could be reported as reading 50 words per
minute.
Rate, rather than accuracy alone, provides more information about
performance. For example, students A and B complete fifty math problems with
100% accuracy. Both students achieved similar accuracies; however, a rate
measure would reveal student A completed the math problems in one minute
while student B worked through the problems in 20 minutes. By using a rate
measure, student A is shown to be most proficient at math. The response rate
measure, the standard mark of achievement for Precision Teachers, provides more
information about a student’s academic progress. Thus, rate alone is not a useful
measure of academic behaviour or technical skills, whereas rate plus accuracy is
useful.
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Although the rate metric provides more information about performance, it
reveals only how much behaviour was generated during one period of time. To
obtain the most information about performance, Precision Teachers look for
change in response rates across days, weeks, months, and years. Precision
Teachers look for differences in response rates across time; showing a measure of
learning (i.e., celeration). Response rates showing an upward trend over time are
said to be accelerating, while rates showing a downward trend are said to be
decelerating (Calkin, 2005). By adding a time dimension and using rate as the
standard metric, Precision Teachers gain the most sensitive measure of learning
(Binder, 1996).
Using operant conditioning procedures, precision teachers reinforce
correct behaviour. For example, students may receive verbal praise after each
correct response, or a token after every 20th correct response. The praise and
tokens may serve as feedback for students correct responding.
Precision Teachers’ chart response rates on a Standard Celeration Chart
(SCC). In contrast to a linear scale, the SCC provides a logarithmic scale, an
important feature to Precision Teachers. To illustrate, if Max improves his Arabic
from one to two words, he doubled his word count; this is identical to growing
from 50 to 100, not from 50 to 51. The SCC allows Precision Teachers to chart
students’ progress in multiplications, rather than in an arithmetic fashion. In
addition, the SCC provides standard, appropriately sized graph for analysing the
effectiveness of instruction (White, 1986).
Precision Teachers are committed to changing the type of instruction
based upon student behaviour (i.e., “the child knows best”). The data on the SCC
is used to guide the appropriate type of instruction. For example, if a student’s
rate of behaviour is accelerating, the type of instruction is considered appropriate.
However, if the rate is not increasing or is slow, the instructional type is
inappropriate and must be changed.
Overall, Precision Teachers record response rate data on the observable
behaviour of their students. Further, Precision Teachers chart the response rate
data on the SCC and monitor a student’s progress based upon the charted data.
These five characteristics of Precision Teaching help teachers guide students
learning from the initial stages of acquisition and fluency-building, towards the
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final mastery stages of maintenance and generalization (Haring & Liberty, 1978;
White & Haring, 1976).
Learning advances through predictable stages (Bryan & Harter, 1899),
including acquisition, fluency, maintenance, and generalization (Alberto &
Troutman, 2003; Haring & Liberty, 1978; White & Haring, 1976). During
acquisition, behaviour is characterized as a mixture of accurate and inaccurate
responses. The goal is to reduce errors and generate accurate responses. The
fluency stage is characterized by fast and accurate responding (Haring & Liberty,
1978). Precision Teaching studies combine the acquisition and fluency stages by
encouraging accurate and fast responding using rate-building procedures (Kubina
& Wolfe, 2005). Rate-building describes any method that increases response rate
(Binder, 1996) and is a necessary component in Precision Teaching studies.
The rate-building procedure
Precision Teaching studies set goals to build the rate of behaviour, goals
differ across studies. Participants sometimes receive a relative goal (e.g., go as
fast as you can, do your best, or go faster than yesterday; Binder, 1988; Chiesa &
Robertson, 2000; Young, West, & Crawford, 1985) while some participants
receive a quantitative goal (e.g., write your name 30 times per minute;
Kessissoglou & Farrell, 1995; McDowell & Keenan, 2002; Shimamune &
Jitsumori, 1999). Some studies combine relative and quantitative goals
(Chapman, Ewing, & Mozzoni, 2005; Fox & Ghezzi, 2003; Hughes, Beverley, &
Whitehead, 2007). There is a lack of research that compares whether a relative or
quantitative goal impacts performance differently. However, goal setting
researchers have shown that setting quantitative and relative goals both improve
performance (Lock & Latham, 1990; Seijts & Latham, 2001). A lack of research
comparing types of goals prevents any conclusions to be drawn on their
effectiveness at encouraging high rates of behaviour.
The aim of the rate-building procedure is to encourage participants to
respond as fast and accurately as possible until a targeted response rate is achieved
(i.e., Performance Standards or Aims; Kubina & Wolfe, 2005). It is argued by
Precision Teachers that achieving performance standards ensures maintenance and
generalization (Binder, 1996, 2003; Lindsley, 1991). Maintenance is
characterized by response rates that are the same after periods of no practice (i.e.,
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retention; Berens, Boyce, Berens, Doney, & Kenzer, 1986) and that remain at the
same rate for longer durations than used during training while in the face of
distractions (i.e., endurance; Binder, Haughton, & Van Eyk, 1990). The
generalization stage is characterized by responding that can quickly be
incorporated into larger repertoires (i.e., application; Binder, 1996; Haughton,
1972). These learning outcomes are better known under the acronym REAPS,
retention, endurance, application, and performance standards, respectively. Once
responding shows retention, endurance, and application, behaviour is said to be
fluent (e.g., at an expert skill level; Binder, 1996). A sizable amount of Precision
Teaching literature has shown achieving performance standards leads towards
improved retention, endurance, and application; however, some researchers have
questioned these findings.
To illustrate, Hughes et al. (2007) used a group design to compare the
effects of a rate-building and “teaching as usual” (TAU) on the retention,
endurance, and application of vocabulary words. Participants in the rate-building
group learned vocabulary words until a performance standard of 120-180 words
per minute was achieved. Participants in the TAU group read from a preferred
book with an assistant. Results showed the participants who achieved aims
outperformed the control group in the areas of retention, endurance, and
application. The authors pointed out participants achieving performance
standards also required more practices; questioning whether the response rate or
extra practice led towards retention, endurance, and application. Similar
procedural confounds have been described by Precision Teachers (Bucklin,
Dickinson, & Brethower, 2000; Chapman et al., 2005), further questioning
whether achieving the performance standards or undertaking the extra practices
ensures learning outcomes.
Problem controlling practice effects in rate-building studies
Extra practice past 100% mastery is called overlearning (Driskell, Willis,
& Copper, 1992) and has been shown to enhance retention (Gillespie, 2002;
Postman, 1962; Rohrer, Taylor, Pashler, Wixted, & Cepeda, 2005). For example,
Postman (1962) required participants to recite several lists of 12 two-syllable
nouns until 100% correct (i.e., mastery) was achieved. Participants were then
placed into one of three groups, 0%, 50%, or 100%. The 0% group was required
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to reach mastery, no extra practice was required. The 50% group received extra
practice equivalent to half the number of trials required to achieve the initial
criterion. The 100% group practiced twice as many trials as it was required for
them to reach the initial mastery criterion. Following a seven day retention
interval, accuracy on reciting the lists improved across the 0%, 50%, and 100%
overlearning groups. This finding demonstrates that retention was enhanced by
extra practices past mastery (i.e., the overlearning effect).
The results by Postman (1962) and similar outcomes (Gillespie, 2002;
Rohrer et al., 2005) suggest that number of practices must be controlled while
investigating effects of rate-building in Precision Teaching studies. For example,
a rate criterion of 60 responses per minute may show improved retention accuracy
over an aim of 30 responses per minute. However, the former performance
standard may necessitate more practices than the latter. This example shows how
achieving performance standards in Precision Teaching studies may not be the
critical component ensuring retention, but rather number of practices.
Problem controlling reinforcement effects in rate-building studies
In addition to practice, reinforcement rate has been shown to enhance the
learning outcomes associated with rate-building procedures (Odum, Shahan, &
Nevin, 2005). Odum et al. (2005) used a multiple Variable Interval-Delayed
Matching-to-sample (VI-DMTS) task with pigeons to ask whether greater rates of
reinforcement improved retention accuracy. Results demonstrated greater rates of
reinforcement improved matching accuracy. Other studies have come to similar
conclusions (Nevin & Grace, 2005), questioning whether reinforcement rate or
response rate account for the outcomes of using rate-building procedures in
Precision Teaching studies.
Taken together, Postman (1962) and Odum et al. (2005) showed that the
number of practices and reinforcement rate enhance retention. These findings
suggest that number of practices and reinforcement rate may account for the
enhanced retention, endurance, and application observed in Precision Teaching
studies, questioning the importance of achieving performance standards. This
point was highlighted in a review of the Precision Teaching literature (Doughty,
Chase, & O’Shields, 2004).
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Doughty et al., (2004) reviewed 48 Precision Teaching studies that used
rate-building procedures. They showed 45 studies lacked procedural controls for
amount of practice and/or reinforcement. Doughty concluded there is insufficient
empirical evidence to support Precision Teaching’s claim that rate-building alone
leads towards improved retention, endurance, and application. Of the 48 reviewed
studies, however, three successfully controlled for reinforcement and number of
practices (Evans, Merger, & Evans, 1983; Evans & Evans, 1985; Shirley &
Pennypacker, 1994).
Evans et al. (1983) had three different groups practice consonant-vowelconsonant (CVC) trigrams towards performance standards of 80, 60, or 40 sounds
per minute (SPM). After the 80 SPM was achieved, the 60 and 40 groups
practiced slowly until achieving the same number of practices as the 80 group;
this was done to control for number of practices. To control for reinforcement
rate, praise was delivered on a fixed time schedule of 60 s (FT-60 s) across
experimental groups. After each group achieved their individual aim and
completed the same number of practices, post-tests were administered across five
days. Results showed the 80 SPM group demonstrated the highest rate of
corrects. There was little difference between groups during the post-tests. Evan
et al. stated this finding was because greater response rates needed to be achieved
by participants to show a difference in accuracy during post-tests. Thus, in a
follow-up experiment using similar procedures, Evans and Evans (1985)
encouraged participants to achieve performance standards of 60, 90, or 120 SPM.
It was found participants from the 90 SPM group showed the highest rate of
correct trigrams during post-tests rather than the 120 group. This finding suggests
a relationship between response rate and later progress on CVC trigrams. These
studies, however, did not test for all the purported fluency outcomes (e.g.,
retention and endurance).
Shirley and Pennypacker (1994) used a single-case experimental design to
compare the effects of rate-building on retention of spelling words. Participants
were required to write a list of 10 spelling words to 100% accuracy with or
without the addition of a performance standard. Corrects and incorrect responses
were held constant across groups. Results showed a small favourable result for
rate-building from one participant.
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Taken together, these three studies reviewed by Doughty et al., (2004)
show that greater response rates did not always improve accuracy and that ratebuilding improved retention accuracy on some occasions (Evans et al., 1983;
Evans & Evans, 1985; Shirley & Pennypacker, 1994). Three studies not reviewed
by Doughty have also produced different conclusions on the effects of using the
rate-building procedure while controlling for reinforcement rate and practice (Fox
& Ghezzi, 2003; Holding, Bray, & Kehle, 2011; Porritt, 2007; Porritt, Wagner, &
Poling, 2009)
Holding et al., (2011) used an alternating-treatment design to compare
discrete trials and rate-building on noun labelling. During the training phase,
participants were encouraged to “go fast” in order to achieve a performance
standard during the rate-building condition or presented the noun and asked,
“What is it?” during discrete trial conditions. A variable ratio schedule controlled
for reinforcement across experimental conditions. The number of trials required
to meet the performance standard during the rate-building condition was the same
number of trials presented to the participant during the discrete trial condition.
Following the training, participants received additional rate-building practice
before post-tests were conducted. Holding et al. stated the purpose of the final
phase was to “determine if the intervention was effective when it was
administered on its own” (p.171). Post-test results showed Cohen’s effect sizes
ranged from medium (d = .57) to large (d = 1.9) across participants, suggesting a
relatively large effect from the rate-building condition on retention accuracy.
These results, however, should be taken with caution because of the extra ratebuilding practice participants received during the final phase condition.
Fox and Ghezzi (2003) used a group design to investigate the effects of
rate-building and type of practice on identification of logical fallacies with 36
undergraduate students. Two groups practiced logical fallacies either using
definitions (e.g., definition group) or examples (e.g., example group) aiming at
90% accuracy during the acquisition phase. During the next phase, the groups
were further divided, producing four groups; participants practiced definitions or
examples with either a performance standard (e.g., rate-building group) or no rate
requirement (e.g., practice group). Participants in the rate-building groups were
instructed to work as fast and as accurately as possible during their 1-minute
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timings. Participants received feedback on their response rate, accuracy, and new
rate criterion to meet following each timing. Participants in the practice group
were asked to respond as fast and as accurately as possible, but were not required
to meet a performance standard. These participants did not practice in 1-minute
timings, but rather completed the same number of trials as was required for the
rate-building groups to achieve the rate criterion. Participants demonstrated
greater percentage correct on generalization tests from training under the example
practices, but did not show improvement from rate-building. Fox and Ghezzi did
not collect response rate data but suggested the lack of effect from rate-building
may be due to the response rate being similar across group. There was no specific
mention of keeping the rate of reinforcement constant across rate-building and
practice groups.
In his PhD thesis (Porritt, 2007) and published study (Porritt et al., 2009),
Porritt used an alternating-treatments design to compare the effects of ratebuilding and rate-controlled conditions on the retention of spatial discrimination
performance in pigeons while holding reinforcement rate and number of practices
constant. Porritt developed response sequences in pigeons by training spatial
discriminations with or without delays imposed between each response.
Sequences were learned under two different conditions to generate fast (e.g., Nodelay condition) and slow response rates (e.g., Within-chains delay condition)
during training. In the no-delay condition, subjects were required to complete
four consecutive occurrences of five response sequences within 45 s to meet the
performance standard. To control for reinforcement rate, a variable-interval
schedule was used across experimental conditions. To control for practices, the
sum of correct and incorrect responses were held constant across No-delay and
Within-chains delay conditions. Retention tests were conducted 23-hr following
the no-delay and within-chain delay training. Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al.
(2009) showed that pigeons receiving rate-building displayed enhanced retention
accuracy over the rate-controlled group.
In summary, some rate-building studies controlling for reinforcement rate
and number of practices have shown enhanced retention (Porritt, 2007; Porritt et
al., 2009) and application (Evans & Evans, 1985). However, other studies have
failed to show a strong support for the rate-building procedure (Evans et al., 1983,
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Fox & Ghezzi, 2003; Holding, 2011; Shirley & Pennypacker, 1994). Theses
controlling for reinforcement rate and number of practices have not found that
rate-building procedures improves retention, endurance, and application
(Campbell, 2012; Cohen, 2008; Wheetley, 2005). Differences in methodology
may account for the different findings in rate-building studies that control for
reinforcement rate and number of practices.
The yoking procedure
One methodological difference which may account for the different
findings in the rate-building studies is how extra practices are controlled across
experimental conditions. Controlling for extra practice in rate-building studies
requires a yoking procedure. In rate-building studies, yoking ensures participants
are exposed to the same number of practices across rate-building and ratecontrolled conditions. The number of practices required to meet a performance
standard during a rate-building condition is the same as the number of practices
participants are exposed to during a rate-controlled condition (e.g., a yoking
procedure).
In one variation of the yoking procedure a practice is defined as a correct
or incorrect response (i.e., all trials). Studies yoking trials have demonstrated
rate-building enhanced retention accuracy (Porritt, 2007, Porritt et al., 2009) while
others have not found a correlation between response rate and retention (Fox &
Ghezzi, 2003; Shirley & Pennypacker, 1994). In another variation of the yoking
procedure a practice is defined as only correct responses (i.e., corrects). Studies
yoking corrects have shown that performance standards enhance retention
accuracy (Evans & Evans, 1985) while others have not demonstrated improved
retention, endurance, or application due to greater response rates (Campbell,
2012; Cohen, 2008; Evans et al., 1983; Wheetley, 2004).
There is no research that compares response accuracy based upon the type
of yoking procedure employed. Thus, it is presently unclear whether the type of
practice yoked (e.g., trials or corrects) accounts for the mixed outcomes in studies
using the rate-building procedures while controlling for number of practices and
reinforcement rate. One advantage of yoking corrects over trials is that fewer
practices are generated, shortening a studies duration. However, the lack of
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evidence showing benefit to either method of yoking warrants further
investigation.
Repeated acquisition procedure
A second methodological difference between studies that have used
procedural controls for reinforcement rate and number of practices is the type of
task. Some studies use flashcards while others have students write answers on
worksheets (Fox & Ghezzi, 2003; Hughes et al., 2007; Shimmamune & Jitsumori,
1999). Flashcards and worksheets may not be well-suited to compare the effects
of rate-building because participants can acquire the task very quickly; once the
task is learned it cannot be learned again (Berens et al., 2003; Shimmamune &
Jitsumori, 1999; Kubina, Young, & Kilwein, 2004), a threat to internal validity
(e.g., testing). One procedure that removes this threat to internal validity is
repeated acquisition (Baldwin, Chelonis, Prunty, & Paule, 2012).
Repeated acquisition procedure requires subjects or participants to learn a
different series of spatially-defined responses (e.g., switches, lever press, nose
poke, key pecks) each experimental session (Cohn & Paule, 1995). For example,
Bickel, Higgens, and Hughes (1990) required participants to learn a new sequence
of 10 responses using three touch-sensitive switches each session. During one
session participants learned a sequence of left (L), centre (C), right (R), L, R, C,
L, R, C, R, while the sequence for the following session might be R-C-L-C-R-LC-L-R-C. Requiring participants to learn a new sequence every session allows for
re-learning of the same task, removing the threats to internal validity (e.g., testing)
discussed in some rate-building studies (Berens et al., 2003; Kubina et al., 2004;
Shimmamune & Jitsumori, 1999).
The repeated acquisition procedure has been used successfully to
demonstrate the effects of drugs on human (Bickel, Higgens, & Hughes, 1991;
Higgins, Woodward, & Henningfield, 1989; Walker, 1981) and non-human
(Galizio, McKinney, Cerutti, & Pitts, 2009; Picker & Poling, 1984; Turkkan &
Hienz, 1992) responding. During each session, subjects are exposed to an
acquisition and performance component. In the Acquisition component, subjects
are exposed to a different sequence every session. The same sequence is used
every session during the Performance component. Similar procedures have been
used to study teaching methods (i.e., rate-building).
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Sidman and Rosenberger (1967) stated that by using a repeated acquisition
procedure, “one can follow progressive changes in the learning process in an
individual as a function of such variables as lesions of the central nervous system,
teaching methods, drugs...” (p.467). Investigations into teaching methods have
used the repeated acquisition procedure successfully to show the effects of
forward and backward chaining (Weiss, 1978) and sequence of instructions
(Vaughan, 1985). In addition to these variables, the repeated acquisition
procedure has proved to be useful in studying the effects of the rate-building
procedure (Porritt et al., 2009). Thus, the present rate-building investigation used
the repeated acquisition procedure.
Animal analogues of human responding
According to Porritt et al. (2009), training towards performance standards
and testing human participants using the repeated acquisition procedure often
require large number of practices and involves lengthy experimental sessions.
Porritt suggests that repeatedly exposing participants to these lengthy
experimental sessions while ensuring an effective positive reinforcer is available
poses practical and sometimes ethical constraints. Others have suggested (Baron,
Perone, & Galizio, 1991; Branch, 1991; Palmer & Donahoe, 1991) using nonhumans is a sensible alternative to using human participants. Following these
suggestions, non-humans were used as subjects in the present investigation.
Precision Teaching studies have demonstrated improvements in retention,
endurance, and application (Berens et al., 2003; Binder, 1996; Binder et al., 1990;
Haughton, 1972) by establishing performance standards using the rate-building
procedure. Procedural confounds (e.g., practice, reinforcement) in studies using
human participants have questioned whether performance standards are
responsible for improved retention, endurance, and application (Doughty et al.,
2004). For all but one thesis (Porritt, 2007) and a published study based on that
thesis (Porritt et al., 2009), the outcomes from rate-building studies when
procedural confounds have been controlled have been mixed (Campbell, 2012;
Cohen, 2008; Evans et al., 1983, Fox & Ghezzi, 2003; Holding, 2011; Shirley &
Pennypacker, 1994; Wheetley, 2005), warranting further investigation.
The present study used a repeated acquisition procedure analogous to
Porritt (2007) to investigate the effects of performance standards on acquisition
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and retention. Reinforcement rate was held constant similar to Porritt (2007),
however, the type of practice held constant across experimental conditions
differed.
The present study defined a practice as a correct response because it is
unclear whether a response that is not correct (e.g., an error) counts as a practice.
For example, errors having similar topography to the previous response may be a
repetition of the previous response, questioning whether the new response was to
the stimuli or just repeated. Additionally, some incorrect responses may occur in
the absence of stimuli. For example, a child says “blue” when shown a picture of
a house and asked to point at the door. These examples show that a practice can
be defined in different ways. This ambiguity makes it unclear what type of
response is being yoked across experimental conditions in rate-building studies.
The present study defined a practice as a correct response to ensure clarity of
practice definition.
The performance standard differed between the present study and Porritt
(2007). The performance standard in the present study required subjects to
complete five consecutive occurrences of two chain completions, each within 45
s. This performance standard was selected to ensure all hens achieved the aim
within a one hour session.
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Method
Subjects
The 6 subjects, numbered 21 through 26, were Shaver-Starcross domestic
hens (Gallus gallus domesticus). At the beginning of the experiment, the hens
were two years old, and two of them, Hens 22 and 24, had some experience on
ratio schedules of reinforcement; the rest were experimentally naive. The hens
were housed individually in home cages (500-mm long × 510-mm wide ×
420-mm high), in a ventilated room on a 12-hr light: 12-hr dark cycle. They had
free access to water; grit and vitamins were provided weekly. Throughout the
experiment all hens had red fleshy combs suggesting good health. Each hen was
weighed every day an experimental session took place (approximately six days
per week) and they were maintained at 80% (+/-5%) of their free-feeding body
weights through feeding of commercial layer pellets.
Apparatus
The experimental chamber (400-mm long, 560-mm wide, 530-mm high)
was made of white laminate encased particleboard (20-mm thick). The chamber
floor was covered with a thick clear plastic that had black plastic matting on top
(400-mm long x 560-mm wide). A food magazine was located on the right-hand
wall of the chamber behind an opening (115-mm high × 70-mm wide) that was
centered 90-mm above the floor. When operated, the magazine was lit with a
clear bulb and raised; giving the subjects access to wheat. Three horizontally
spaced (100-mm) keys (30-mm in diameter), which could be lit blue, red, or
yellow with a 28 V multi-chip LED bulb were placed above the magazine opening
(400-mm from the floor). Each key required a force of approximately 0.2 N to
close a micro switch.
All experimental events were controlled and recorded by Med-PC® IV
software run on a Dell Optiplex GX110. Summary data for each session were
also manually written into a data book at the end of each session.
Procedures
Keypeck training. Experimental sessions were conducted daily at about
the same time. Hens were initially trained to peck all three response keys using an
autoshaping procedure similar to that of Brown and Jenkins (1968). At the start
of each trial, at random, a left, centre, or right key was illuminated in blue, red, or
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yellow for 6 s. When either a keypeck occurred or 6 s had elapsed, the magazine
was raised for 3.5 s. Keypecks to non-illuminated keys (i.e., dark-key pecks) did
not produce any consequences, but were recorded. A 40-s intertrial interval (ITI)
separated the lowering of the food magazine and the start of the next trial as
suggested by Gibbon, Baldock, Locurto, Gold, and Terrace (1977). Experimental
sessions ended following the 45th reinforcer. After subjects were responding to all
three keys irrespective of colour illumination, Phase I began.
Phase I. Phase I procedures were similar to keypeck training with one
exception. During Phase I, only a response to the lit key (i.e., correct key) raised
the magazine for 3.5 s (i.e., an FR1 schedule of reinforcement). Dark-key pecks
(e.g., errors) did not produce any consequences, but were recorded. A 5-s ITI
separated the lowering of the magazine and the next keylight presentation. Each
session ended following the 45th reinforcer. Phase II began after total errors for
each session fell below three for all subjects. Hen 24 gradually stopped pecking
all response keys and was no longer eating wheat from the magazine. She began
pecking keys after supplemental feed was changed to wheat for two days.
Phase II. Conditions during Phase II were similar to the previous phase
with one exception. A second keylight (i.e., distracter key) was illuminated at the
same time and with the same colour as the correct key during each trial.
Distracter key position was randomly selected between the two remaining key
positions and pecks to it did not provide a consequence, but were recorded. Each
session ended following the 45th reinforcer. Phase III began after total errors for
each session fell below three for all subjects.
Phase III. During Phase III, two distracter keys were used in each trial.
All other conditions during this phase of training remained the same as Phase II.
Phase IV began after number of errors stabilized over 5 sessions as determined by
visual inspection of graphed number of errors.
Phase IV. During Phase IV, subjects were required to complete three
spatially-defined responses (i.e., a three-link behaviour chain) for magazine access
(i.e., an FR 3) in each trial (see Figure 1.1.A for procedural outline). During the
first link all three keys were illuminated in blue and a response to the designated
correct key (e.g., left) immediately darkened all three keylights, advancing the
chain to the next link. The keylights were then immediately illuminated in red
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and the key designated as correct changed (e.g., to the centre). A correct response
again darkened the keys and advanced the schedule to the third and final link, in
which all three keylights were illuminated in yellow and one of these (e.g., right)
being designated as correct.
If a subject pecked an illuminated key not designated as correct during any
link (i.e., error), all keylights were darkened for 1 s. During this blackout period,
keypecks did not produce a consequence. After the 1 s, the three keylights were
again illuminated with the same colours as before the blackout until a correct
keypeck was made for that link.
A peck to the correct key in the third and final link of each chain
immediately darkened the keylights and raised the magazine for 2 s. A 5-s ITI
separated magazine access and re-presentation of the first link for the next trial.
Magazine time was reduced to .9 s on three out of four trials selected at random to
maintain body weight. The reduced magazine time resulted in a light flash and
clicking sound, but did not allow subjects to consume any wheat. The ITI was
removed after 30 sessions in order to make the procedures similar to those of
Porritt (2007).
The position of the correct key for each link remained the same throughout
each session. The keylight colour presented during each link of the chain
schedule remained the same for every session throughout the study. Location of
correct keypecks for each link during each session were chosen at random, except
that no position could be designated as correct for two consecutive trials within a
session and no position-colour combination was repeated across consecutive
sessions. Twelve three-link chains were developed within these criteria. All
subjects were exposed to a series of twelve chains which were repeated twelve
times for a total of 144 training sessions; each lasting 45 minutes. Table 1.1.1
shows the correct key positions for each link of Chains 1-12. Chain numbers are
listed in order of presentation for Series 1-12 during Phase IV.
During training, there were some sessions in which subjects made few
keypecks or did not complete the chain, producing a very low response rate. A
criterion was developed in which if a subject’s overall response rate was less
than .08 per s; the data were not used in the present analysis. This criterion was
determined by calculating the mean response rate across all hens’ first exposure to
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the 12 chain sequences (e.g., Exposure 1). Then, the 25th percentile for the
distribution of mean rates was used as the criterion. After removing sessions not
meeting the criterion, seven series of twelve chains, were used in the current
analysis.
In summary, the auto-shaping procedure lasted for 38 sessions. The
number of sessions to complete Phase I was 32. Phase II continued for 12
sessions and Phase III lasted a total of 44 sessions. Phase IV lasted for 144
sessions. Taken together, there were 270 training sessions. Following training,
three behaviour chains in which the mean of the last three exposures was above
75% were selected at random to be used in Experiments 1.1-1.8. All three chains
were used during each experimental session within each of the three experimental
conditions.
Experimental sessions. Each experimental session was separated into
three components. The first component of each session (e.g., Retention
component) required subjects to complete 15 chains of the same sequence trained
23-hr prior. The function of this component was to provide a 23-hr measure of
retention accuracy based upon the previous training condition. The order of
components, chains used for each component, and the criterion to end each
component is presented in Table 1.1.2.
The second component of each session required subjects to make 75
“distracter chain” completions (e.g., Distracter component). The first link of this
distracter chain was the same as the chain sequence used during the Retention
component; however, the correct key positions for the second and third links
differed. The function of the distracter chains was to break up spatial
discrimination performance between the sequence used during the Retention and
Training component of each session.
The third component (e.g., Training component) exposed subjects to one
of three experimental conditions using an alternating treatment, within-subject
design (e.g., A/B/C). Each condition was in effect for three consecutive sessions,
after which a new experimental condition began. The order of experimental
conditions and chains used in each condition is presented in Table 1.1.2.
No-delay. During No-delay conditions, each hen was required to complete
a performance standard for the session to end. The performance standard required
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subjects to complete two chains within 45 s, termed a bin. Five consecutive bin
completions were required before the session ended.
Within-chains delay. During Within-chains delay conditions, a 5-s
interval was imposed between a correct keypeck and the illumination of keylights
for the next chain link. During this interval, all keylights darkened and responses
to darkened keys did not produce any consequences. This condition ended once a
subject completed the same number of correct responses for a chain as was needed
to achieve the criterion used during the No-delay condition for the same chain
(e.g., yoked correct practices). In this manner, the number of correct responses
was held constant between experimental conditions for each chain sequence to
control the number of practices. To control for reinforcement rate, wheat was
available for 2 s after a variable interval of 50 s (i.e., a VI-50-s schedule) had
elapsed following a chain completion.
Between-chains delay. During Between-chains delay conditions, a 15-s
interval was imposed between each chain completion. During this interval, all
keylights darkened and responses to darkened keys did not produce any
consequences. This condition ended once a subject completed the same number
of correct responses for a chain as was needed to achieve the criterion used during
the No-delay condition for the same chain (e.g., yoked correct practices).
Summary data that were manually recorded in the data book at the end of
each session included the total errors in each component, session time in seconds,
and reinforcers delivered. Event data were recorded by Med-PC® using a system
of 1’s and 0’s to represent events and responses that occurred within the chamber.
These 1’s and 0’s were used to calculate percentage correct, latency to respond,
response rate, reinforcement rate, and number of practices in each session. All
statistical analyses were conducted using Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) software. All raw data used in the following analysis, along with
the programs used to analyse the data, can be found in the Appendix.
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Figure 1.1.A.
Order of events during each link of a behaviour chain during the repeated
acquisition procedure.
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Table 1.1.1.
Correct key position for each link of every chain. Chain numbers are listed in
order of presentation for each series during Phase IV.
Chain Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Link 1
Right
Left
Centre
Right
Left
Centre
Left
Right
Centre
Right
Centre
Left

Link 2
Left
Centre
Right
Centre
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Centre
Left
Centre

Link 3
Centre
Right
Centre
Left
Centre
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Centre
Left
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Table 1.1.2.
Order of components and experimental conditions for each session of
Experiments 1.1-1.3, 1.5. Chain sequences used during each component and the
criterion to end each component are given.
Component

Experimental
Conditions

Chain

Criterion
to End

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

Session 1
Retention
Distracter
Training

No-delay
Session 2

Retention
Distracter
Training

No-delay
Session 3

Retention
Distracter
Training

No-delay

Session 4
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 5
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 6
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 7
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 8
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 9
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 10
Retention
Distracter
Training
No delay
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Results
Figure 1.1.1 shows percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) in which the
mean was calculated across the twelve chains for Exposures 1-7. A response is
defined as a peck to only illuminated keys. Correct responses were defined as
responses to illuminated keys designated as correct. Percentage correct was
calculated by dividing the total number of correct responses in each chain link by
the total number of responses in that session. The mean percentage correct data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Percentage of correct
responses generally increased across Exposures 1-7 for all subjects.
Figure 1.1.2 shows the mean percentage of correct responses across
Exposures 5, 6, and 7 (+1 SD) for each chain. Mean percentage correct was
variable across chain sequences for all hens. The mean percentage correct data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. The horizontal line
in the bottom left graph represents the 75th percentile. The plus sign (+) represent
the chains selected for the remainder of this study. The sequences in which the
mean was above 75% were selected at random.
Group data for Figures 1.1.3-1.1.9 were analysed using a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during the Training and
Retention components for Experiment 1.1. The alpha level for all statistical
comparisons in all situations was set at .05 and any results that reached this level
were presented with an asterisk (*) in Table 1.1.3. Except where indicated with a
hashtag (#) in Table 1.1.3, Mauchley’s Test was not significant so sphericity was
assumed. In these instances, and for Experiments 1.2-1.8, Greenhouse Geisser
correction was used. Post-hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni
correction, as recommended by Fields (2005).
Figure 1.1.3 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects. Percentage correct was
calculated by dividing the total number of correct responses in each chain link
during the Training or Retention components by the total number of responses in
each chain link for that component. The mean percentage correct data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Generally, accuracy in the
Training component was similar during the No-delay and Between-chains delay
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conditions, and lower under the Within-chains delay condition, for all subjects.
Table 1.1.3 shows the overall effect was significant and effect size, partial eta
squared, was moderate (Ferguson, 2009). None of the pairwise comparisons were
significant. Retention accuracy was similar across the three experimental
conditions for all subjects, Table 1.1.3 shows the data from these conditions were
not significantly different.
Figure 1.1.4 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. Response rates were calculated by dividing the total
number of responses emitted in each chain link for the Training or Retention
component by that components duration. The mean response rate data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Training response rates were
greatest during the No-delay condition, and lowest during the Within- and
Between-chains delay conditions, for all subjects. Table 1.1.3 shows these
differences were significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large
(Ferguson, 2009).

Retention response rates were generally similar across the

three experimental conditions for all subjects; showing no systematic effect from
training conditions.
Figure 1.1.5 shows the mean correct response rates (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. Correct response rates were calculated by
dividing the total number of correct responses emitted in each chain link for the
Training or Retention component by that components duration. The mean correct
response rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
Correct response rates during the Training component were greatest during the
No-delay condition, and lowest during the Within- and Between-chains delay
conditions, for all subjects. Correct response rates during the Retention
component were generally similar across the three experimental conditions for all
subjects; showing no systematic effect from training conditions. Table 1.1.3
shows the Training component findings were significantly different, whereas no
significant differences were found between the Retention component conditions.
Figure 1.1.6 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
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Retention components for all subjects. Response latency represents the duration
from the illumination of the keylights to the emission of a response. The mean
response latency data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
Response latency in the Training component was greatest during the Withinchains delay condition, and lowest during the Between-chains delay condition, for
all subjects. Table 1.1.3 shows this finding was significant. Retention latencies
were similar across all experimental conditions for all subjects; the data from
these conditions were not significantly different (Table 1.1.3).
Figure 1.1.7 shows the mean correct response latency (with +1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects. Correct response latency
represents the duration from the illumination of the keylights for each chain link
to the emission of a correct response for that link. The mean correct response
latency data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Correct
response latency in the Training component was greatest during the Within-chains
delay condition, and lowest during the Between-chains delay condition, for all
subjects. Retention latencies were similar across all experimental conditions for
all subjects. Table 1.1.3 shows Training component finding were significantly
different, whereas no significant differences were found between Retention
component conditions (Table 1.1.3).
Figure 1.1.8 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition. Reinforcement rate was calculated
by dividing the total number of grain presentations in each session by that
sessions’ duration. The mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is
shown in the bottom left graph. A VI-50-s schedule would give a value of .02
reinforcers per second on the y-axis. In all cases, the means were less than this
and were similar across each experimental condition for all subjects.
Reinforcement rate was similar across each experimental condition for all
subjects. Table 1.1.3 shows no significant differences across conditions.
Figure 1.1.9 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component.
The left three bars on each graph shows the number of practices, when defined as
corrects only. Correct practices were calculated by adding the number of correct
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keypecks during the Training component of the No-delay, Within- and Betweenchains delay conditions. The right three bars on each graph show the number of
trial practices. These trial practices were calculated by adding the total correct
and incorrect responses during the Training component of the No-delay, Withinand Between-chains delay conditions. The mean number of practices data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. The mean number of
correct practices was similar across experimental conditions for all subjects.
Table 1.1.3 shows no significant differences and no variance between conditions
for all subjects. The mean number of trial practices was generally greatest during
the Within-chains delay condition, and was lowest during the No-delay and
Between-chains delay conditions, for all hens. Table 1.1.3 shows this finding was
significant. Total number of practices for each experimental condition was
generally greater when defined as trials.
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Figure 1.1.1. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) across the
twelve chains for Exposures 1-7. The mean percent correct data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.1.2. The mean percentage of correct responses across Exposures 5, 6,
and 7 (+1 SD) for each chain. Mean percentage correct was variable across chain
sequences for all hens. The mean percent correct data calculated across subjects
is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Table 1.1.3
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Experiment 1.1.

Component
Training
Retention
Training
Retention
Training
Retention
Training
Retention
Training
Retention
Session
Correct
Trial

MS
Treatment MS Error df
F
p
Mean percent correct
256.34
59.28
2, 10
4.32
.04*
45.63
29.66
2, 10
1.54
.26
Mean response rate
.32
.007 2, 10
48.22
.001*#
.002
.001 2, 10
1.33
.31
Mean correct response rate
.16
.006 2, 10
27.46
.003*#
.003
.001 2, 10
2.98
.10
Mean response latency
6.61
.30
2, 10
21.77
p<.0001*
.04
.11
2, 10
0.33
.73
Mean correct response latency
4.08
.08
2, 10
53.12
p<.0001*
.04
.08
2, 10
0.50
.62
Reinforcement rate
3.8E-7
3.4E-7 2, 10
1.10
.37
Number of practices
--2, 10
--493.19
109.90
2, 10
4.49
.04*
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Partial
Eta
Squared
.46
.24
.91
.21
.85
.37
.81
.06
.91
.09
.18
-.47
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Figure 1.1.3. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.1.4. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across subjects is shown in
the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.1.5. The mean correct response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean correct response rate data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.1.6. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.1.7. The mean correct response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean correct response latency data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.1.8. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.1.9. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component. The left
three bars on each graph shows the number of practices when defined as corrects
only. The right three bars on each graph show the number of practices when
defined by trials. The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects is
shown in the bottom left graph.
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Discussion
The purpose of training was to ensure all subjects learned the 12 response
sequences and to determine which sequences would be appropriate to use in the
present study. Percentage correct increased as hens were repeatedly exposed to
the chain sequences; showing that all subjects acquired the 12 chain sequences.
The criterion ensured all hens had achieved 75% accuracy on the three chains
used in the present study (i.e., R-L-R, L-C-L, and R-L-C).
Experiment 1.1 replicated the procedures from Porritt (2007) to compare
results. The present study successfully held reinforcement rate and number of
correct practices constant across experimental conditions. This finding suggests
the methods used in the present experiment were similar to Porritt (2007). It was
expected using similar methods to Porritt would yield similar results.
Similar to Porritt, mean percentage correct and mean response rates were
greatest during the No-delay condition of the Training component when compared
to the same means for the other two delay conditions in the same condition. In
addition, mean response latencies were greatest during the Within-chains delay
training condition when compared to the same means for the other two delay
conditions in the same component. Similar results were found for the mean
correct response rates and the mean correct response latencies. All three results
from the Training component were similar to findings from Porritt, suggesting
results during the Retention component of the present study should be similar.
Mean percentage correct, mean response rates, and mean latencies during
the Retention component of the present study were similar across the three
experimental conditions; a finding contrary to the results from Porritt (2007).
Similar results were found for the mean correct response rates and the mean
correct response latencies during the Retention component. The present study
replicated only the Training component findings from Porritt, methodological
differences may account for the partial lack of replication.
One difference in methodologies between the present study and Porritt was
the performance standard. As previously mentioned [Experiment 1.1
Introduction], the present study required subjects to complete five consecutive
bins of two chain completions, each within 45 s; this criterion was selected to
ensure all hens achieved the performance standard within a one hour session.
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Porritt (2007) required subjects to complete four consecutive bins of five chain
completions, each within 45 s. Thus, the major difference in criterion is in the
number of chain completions per bin.
The performance standard used by Porritt (2007) ensured more chain
completions were made by subjects within each bin than the present study.
Greater performance standards have been shown to improve accuracy during
training and retention (Berens et al., 2003; Ivarie, 1986). For example, Ivarie
(1986) conducted between group comparisons to study the effects of two different
performance standards on accuracy and retention of writing Arabic numerals.
Participants in the high rate group maintained 70 responses per minute with seven
or less errors for three consecutive timings, participants in the low rate group were
required to maintain 35 responses per minute with four or less errors for three
consecutive timings. Results demonstrated that higher rates of writing numerals
produced greater accuracy and retention; similar results were found by Berens et
al. (2003). This outcome suggests that increasing the performance standard in the
present study should increase accuracy during the No-delay condition of the
Training and Retention components, producing retention accuracies across
experimental conditions similar to those of Porritt.
Another difference between the methods used in the present study and
those of Porritt (2007) was how a practice was defined. As previously mentioned
[Experiment 1.1 Introduction], the present investigation defined a practice as a
correct response, while Porritt defined a practice as a correct or incorrect response
(i.e., a trial).
The present data showed that yoking corrects, compared to yoking trials,
generated less overall practice opportunities during the Within- and Betweenchains delay conditions. On the one hand, as previously mentioned [Experiment
1.1 Introduction], yoking corrects removes the ambiguity of error definition. On
the other hand, yoking trials across experimental conditions does not ensure for
correct responses during the Within- and Between-chains delay condition,
arranging the possibility for more incorrect responses during these yoked
conditions. Thus, yoking trials may reduce accuracy during the Within- and
Between-chains delay conditions, producing results similar to Porritt. The
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difference in how a practice is defined may be another reason for the failure to
replicate the Retention component results of Porritt.
In the present study, the mean response latencies and the mean response
rates were greater than the mean correct response latencies and the mean correct
response rates in the Training component. These findings are not surprising
because calculating rate using both correct and incorrect keypecks generates more
responses over time than calculating corrects only. The manner in which rate and
latency were calculated did not change the conclusions drawn from each
experimental condition for the present study. Thus, the mean correct response
rate and the mean correct response latency will not be calculated in Experiment
1.2.
Overall, Experiment 1.1 used similar methods to the ones used by Porritt
(2007) and obtained similar findings during the Training component. The
performance standard and type of practice yoked in the present experiment
differed from those used by Porritt; either of these two differences in methodology
may account for the failure to replicate Porritt’s findings during the Retention
component. To investigate these differences, it was first decided to examine the
effect of performance standards. The performance standard was investigated
before the yoking procedure because there is evidence to suggest that response
rate is directly related to performance outcomes (Berens et al., 2003; Ivarie,
1986). Experiment 1.2 replicated the performance standard used by Porritt with
the aim of comparing findings.
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EXPERIMENT 1.2
Experiment 1.2 replicated Porritt’s (2007) methods by increasing the
performance standard with the aim of comparing results.
Methods
Subjects
The same 6 subjects from Experiment 1.1 participated in this study.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1.1.
Procedures
Procedures were identical to those of the previous experiment, except that
subjects did not complete the training procedures (e.g., Keypeck training, Phase I,
II, III, IV). In addition, subjects were required to complete a new performance
standard. The performance standard in Experiment 1.1 required subjects to
complete five consecutive bins of two chain completions, each within 45 s. The
new performance standard requires subjects to complete five consecutive bins of
five chain completions, each within 45 s. After the performance standard was
met, the number of correct practices was yoked onto a Within- and Betweenchains delay condition [please see p. 16-19 for a full description of training
procedures].
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Results
Table 1.2.1 shows the completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open
boxes) sessions for every chain of each experimental condition for all hens. Some
hens did not complete the number of yoked practices within the session duration.
These sessions were not used in the following analysis.
Group data for Figures 1.2.1-1.2.5 were analysed using a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during the Training and
Retention components for Experiment 1.2. The alpha level for all statistical
comparisons in all situations was set at .05 and any results that reached this level
were presented with an asterisk (*) in Table 1.2.2. Except where indicated with a
hashtag (#) in Table 1.2.2, Mauchley’s Test was not significant so sphericity was
assumed. Post-hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction, as
recommended by Fields (2005).
Figure 1.2.1shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained
from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Accuracy in the Training
component was similar during the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions,
and lower under the Within-chains delay condition, for all subjects. Table 1.2.2
shows these differences were significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was
large (Ferguson, 2009). Retention accuracy was generally similar across the three
experimental conditions for all subjects; the data from these conditions were not
significantly different (Table 1.2.2).
Figure 1.2.2 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Training response rates were greatest
in the No-delay condition then decreased during the Within- and Between-chains
delay conditions for all subjects. Table 1.2.2 shows these differences were
significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
Retention response rates were generally similar across the three experimental
conditions for all subjects; showing no systematic effect from training conditions.
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Figure 1.2.3 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response latency in the
Training component was greatest during the Within-chains delay condition and
generally similar during the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions for all
subjects. Table 1.2.2 shows this finding was significant. Retention latencies were
similar across all experimental conditions for all subjects; the data from these
conditions were not significantly different (Table 1.2.2).
Figure 1.2.4 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Reinforcement rate
for the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions were similar, and were
lower during the Within-chains delay conditions. Table 1.2.2 shows the
differences between conditions was significant.
Figure 1.2.5 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component.
The left three bars on each graph shows the number of practices when defined as
corrects only. The right three bars on each graph show the number of practices
when defined by trials. The mean number of practices data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. The mean number of correct practices
was similar across experimental conditions for all subjects. Table 1.2.2 shows no
significant differences across conditions. The mean number of trial practices was
generally greatest during the Within-chains delay condition for all hens, Table
1.2.2 shows this finding was significant. Total number of practices for each
experimental condition was generally greater when defined as trials. As
mentioned, some experimental sessions were discarded and, when the mean was
calculated for the three chains used in each experimental condition, produced
different number of yoked correct practices across experimental sessions (e.g.,
Hen 21, Within- and Between-chains delay; Hen 24, Between-chains delay).
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Table 1.2.1.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens.
Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R

Table 1.2.2
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Experiment 1.2.
MS
MS
Component Treatment Error

Partial
Eta
Squared

Training
Retention

.69
.26

Training
Retention
Training
Retention
Session
Correct
Trial

df
F
p
Mean percent correct
809.26
89.44
2, 8
9.05
.01*
23.35
22.78
2, 6
1.03
.41
Mean response rate
.17
.003 2, 8
67.85 p<.001*
.003
.009 2, 6
0.06
0.94
Mean response latency
8.76
.60
2, 8
14.59
.002*
.02
.07
2, 6
0.24
.80
Reinforcement rate
4.3E-6
3.6E-7 2, 8
11.60
.004*
Number of practices
454.74
450.59
2, 8
1.00
.37#
7989.03
623.261 2, 8
12.82
.003*
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Figure 1.2.1. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.2.2. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across subjects is shown in
the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.2.3. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.2.4. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.2.5. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component. The left
three bars on each graph shows the number of practices when defined as corrects
only. The right three bars on each graph show the number of practices when
defined by trials. The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects is
shown in the bottom left graph.
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Discussion
The present study replicated Porritt’s (2007) methods by increasing the
performance standard with the aim of comparing results. It was expected that
increasing the performance standard would increase percentage correct during the
No-delay condition of the Training and Retention component, replicating findings
from Porritt.
As in Porritt (2007), the mean percentage correct and mean response rate
was greatest during the No-delay training condition when compared to the other
two delay conditions in the same component. In addition, mean response latency
was greatest during the Within-chains delay training condition when compared to
the other two delay conditions in the same component. Increasing the
performance standard in the present experiment generated greater overall mean
percentage correct during the No-delay condition of the Training component than
that of the mean percentage correct of the same component during Experiment
1.1, supporting the finding that greater response rates improve accuracy (Berens et
al., 2003; Ivarie, 1986). This finding should be taken with caution because a
greater number of trial and correct practices were required to achieve the
performance standard in the present study than in that of Experiment 1.1.
Contrary to Porritt (2007), there were no systematic differences across
experimental conditions in mean response rate, mean percentage correct, or mean
latency during the Retention component. This finding suggests that increasing the
performance standard did not increase mean percentage correct during the Nodelay condition of the Retention component. Mean reinforcement rates were
significantly different between the No-delay and Within-chains delay conditions
(.002) and the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions (.001). While these
differences were statistically significant, they are similar to the difference in mean
between the Within- and Between-chains delay conditions (.001).
Overall, using a similar performance standard to that of Porritt (2007)
during the No-delay training condition in the present study improved mean
percentage correct when compared to the mean percentage correct during the Nodelay condition of the Training component in Experiment 1.1. However, this
increased criterion did not produce differences in mean percentage correct across
the three experimental conditions in the Retention component. Similar to
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Experiment 1.1, results from the present investigation partially replicated the
findings from Porritt (2007). One reason for this lack of replication may be that
the hens used in the present experiment require a greater performance standard
than pigeons.
As previously mentioned [Experiment 1.1 Introduction], greater
performance standards have been shown to improve retention accuracy (Berens et
al., 2003; Ivarie, 1986), it may that the hens used in the present study require a
greater performance standard than pigeons to replicate findings from Porritt
(2007).
Before investigating the effects from using an even greater performance
standard, other methodological differences were investigated. As previously
mentioned [Experiment 1.1 Discussion], the type of practice yoked may account
for the differences in findings between the present study and those of Porritt.
Experiment 1.3 yoked trial practices with the aim of comparing findings to Porritt
(2007).
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EXPERIMENT 1.3
Experiment 1.3 yoked trial practices, similar to Porritt (2007), with the aim
of comparing results.
Method
Subjects
Only five subjects (22-26) from Experiment 1.1 and 1.2 participated in this
study. Hen 21 became ill and could not participate.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1.1 and 1.2.
Procedures
Procedures were identical to those of Experiment 1.2 with one exception.
Instead of yoking number of correct practices, the present study held the number
of trial practices (e.g., correct and incorrect responses) constant across
experimental conditions [please see p. 16-19 for a full description of training
procedures].
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Results
Table 1.3.1 shows the completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open
boxes) sessions for every chain of each experimental condition for all hens. Hen
24 did not complete the number of yoked practices within the programmed
duration for some sessions. These sessions were not used in the following
analysis.
Group data for Figures 1.3.1-1.3.7 were analysed using a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during the Training and
Retention components for Experiment 1.3. The alpha level for all statistical
comparisons in all situations was set at .05 and any results that reached this level
were presented with an asterisk (*) in Table 1.3.2. Except where indicated with a
hashtag (#) in Table 1.3.2, Mauchley’s Test was not significant so sphericity was
assumed. Post-hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction, as
recommended by Fields (2005).
Figure 1.3.1 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Generally,
accuracy in the Training component was similar during the No-delay and
Between-chains delay conditions, and lower during the Within-chains delay
condition, for all subjects. Table 1.3.2 shows these differences were significant
and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009). Retention
accuracy was generally similar across the three experimental conditions for all
subjects; the data from these conditions were not significantly different (Table
1.3.2).
Figure 1.3.2 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Training response rates were greatest
in the No-delay condition then decreased during the Within- and Between-chains
delay conditions for all subjects. Table 1.3.2 shows these differences were
significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
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Retention response rates were generally similar across the three experimental
conditions for all subjects; showing no systematic effect from training conditions.
Figure 1.3.3 shows the mean correct response rates (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean correct response rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Correct response rate
was greatest during the No-delay condition and lowest during the Within-chains
delay condition for all subjects. Correct response rates during the Retention
component were generally similar across the three experimental conditions for all
subjects; showing no systematic effect from training conditions. Table 1.3.2
shows the Training component findings were significantly different, whereas no
significant differences were found between the Retention component conditions.
Figure 1.3.4 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response latency in the
Training component was greatest during the Within-chains delay condition, and
generally similar during the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions, for
all subjects. Table 1.3.2 shows this finding was significant. Retention latencies
were similar across all experimental conditions for all subjects; the data from
these conditions were not significantly different.
Figure 1.3.5 shows the mean correct response latency (with +1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects. The mean correct response
latency data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Correct
response latency in the Training component was greatest during the Within-chains
delay condition, and generally similar during the No-delay and Between-chains
delay conditions, for all subjects. Retention latencies were similar across all
experimental conditions for all subjects. Table 1.3.2 shows Training component
finding were significantly different, whereas no significant differences were found
between Retention component conditions.
Figure 1.3.6 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
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calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Reinforcement rates
were similar for the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions, and lower
during the Within-chains delay condition. The differences between conditions
were not significant (Table 1.3.2).
Figure 1.3.7 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component.
The left three bars on each graph shows the number of practices when defined as
corrects only. The right three bars on each graph show the number of practices
when defined by trials. The mean number of trial practices was generally similar
during the Within- and Between-chains delay conditions, and largest during the
No-delay condition. Table 1.3.2 shows the differences between conditions was
significant. The mean number of correct practices was variable across
experimental conditions for all subjects, this finding was significant (Table 1.3.2).
The mean number of trial practices differs across experimental conditions for Hen
24 because she never completed Chain 3 of the Within-chains delay condition.
Total number of practices for each experimental condition was generally greater
when defined as trials.
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Table 1.3.1.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens.

Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R

Table 1.3.2
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Experiment 1.3.

Component

MS
Treatment

Training
Retention

1046.94
47.65

Training
Retention

.19
.002

Training
Retention

.133
0

Training
Retention

13.29
.180

Training
Retention

17.09
.081

Session
Correct
Trial

2E-5
1872.29
3.95

MS Error
df
F
p
Mean percent correct
87.30
2, 6
12.00
.01*
43.39
2, 6
1.10
.39
Mean response rate
.003
2, 6
72.04 p<.0001*
.001
2, 6
2.50
.17
Mean correct response rate
.003
2, 6
52.80 p<.0001*
.001
2, 6
0.18
.84
Mean response latency
.802
2, 6
16.57
.004*
.069
2, 6
1.58
.28
Mean correct response latency
4.99
2, 6
3.45
.16#
.052
2, 6
1.56
.29
Reinforcement rate
2.4E-6
2, 6
8.58
.06
Number of practices
141.47
2, 6
13.23
.01*
.67
2, 6
5.90
.04*
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Partial
Eta
Squared
.80
.27
.96
.45
.95
.06
.85
.35
.53
.34
.74
.82
.66
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Delays Within Chains
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Delays Between Chains

25
0

Training

Retention

Figure 1.3.1. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.3.2. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across subjects is shown in
the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.3.3. The mean correct response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean correct response rate data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.3.4. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.3.5. The mean correct response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean correct response latency data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.3.6. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.3.7. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component. The left
three bars on each graph shows the number of practices when defined as corrects
only. The right three bars on each graph show the number of practices when
defined by trials. The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects is
shown in the bottom left graph.
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Discussion
The present study yoked trial practices, similar to Porritt (2007), with the
aim of comparing results. It was expected that yoking practices, when defined by
trials, would generate differences in accuracy between experimental conditions
during the Retention component, replicating findings from Porritt.
As in the No-delay condition during the Training component of
Experiment 1.2 and Porritt (2007), mean percentage correct and mean response
rates were greatest during the No-delay training condition in the present study. In
addition, mean response latency was greatest during the Within-chains delay
condition of the Training component when compared to the mean response
latency of the other two delay conditions during the same component in the
present study. Similar results were found for correct response rates and correct
response latencies. Similar to findings in Experiment 1.1, calculating latencies
and rates as trials (e.g., all responses) produced greater values than calculating
correct response latencies and correct response rates. These differences in
calculation, however, did not produce different results on the effects of each
experimental condition when trials were yoked. Thus, correct response rate and
correct response latency will not be calculated in the remaining studies.
The number of trial practices, when the mean was calculated across hen
data, was significantly different across experimental conditions (Figure 1.3.1).
This finding was not expected given the yoking procedure used. However,
individual data in Figure 1.3.1 shows the findings for all but Hen 24 were similar
across conditions, suggesting the yoking procedure worked for these hens. The
observed difference across conditions for Hen 24 appears to be accounted for by
the failure to complete all experimental conditions, as shown in Table 1.3.1.
Thus, the significant difference was a product of Hen 24 failing to complete all
conditions, and not a failure of the yoking procedure. Perhaps a more relevant
comparison of trial practices is one that leaves out Hen 24. Further analysis of
this result, removing data from Hen 24, shows there is no significant difference
between experimental conditions, F (2, 6) = 5.9, p > .05,

= .66.

Contrary to Porritt (2007), there were no systematic differences across
experimental conditions in response rate, percentage correct, or latency during the
Retention component. This finding suggests that yoking trials, rather than
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corrects, did not produce differences in percentage correct across the experimental
conditions during the Retention component. The mean reinforcement rates for the
Within-chains delay condition were not significantly different from the means for
the other two delay conditions.
Yoking trials in the present experiment generated more practice
opportunities during the Within- and Between-chains delay conditions than
yoking corrects in Experiment 1.2. The extra practice opportunities, however, did
not create outcomes similar to Porritt (2007), suggesting that how a practice is
defined does not change performance. As previously mentioned [Experiment 1.1
Introduction], yoking corrects has advantages over yoking trials. Corrects were
yoked during the remaining experiments of this study and will now be referred to
as practices.
In addition to Porritt (2007), Porritt et al., (2009) was the only other study
to show strong support for the use of a rate-building procedure while controlling
for reinforcement rate and number of practices. There was one major difference
between the two studies; Porritt et al. (2009) used an experimental design that
repeatedly exposed subjects to the No-delay, Within- and Between-chains delay
conditions. Repeatedly exposing subjects to experimental conditions helps reduce
multiple-treatment interference (Johnston & Pennypacker, 1993, p. 341). It may
be that using an experimental design similar to Porritt et al. (2009) in the present
study produces similar results to Porritt (2007).
Similar to Experiment 1.2, the present study partially replicated findings
from Porritt. As previously mentioned [Experiment 1.2 Discussion], it may that
the hens used in the present study require a greater performance standard than
pigeons to replicate findings from Porritt (2007). Before investigating any species
differences by using a greater performance standard, differences in experimental
design were investigated. Experiment 1.4 used an experimental design similar to
Porritt et al. (2009) with the aim of comparing results.
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EXPERIMENT 1.4
Experiment 1.4 replicated the experimental design from Porritt et al.
(2009) by repeatedly exposing subjects to experimental conditions with the aim of
comparing results.
Methods
Subjects
The same 6 subjects from Experiments 1.1-1.3 participated in this study.
Hen 21 became well and participated in the current experiment.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments 1.1-1.3.
Procedures
Procedures were identical to those of Experiment 1.2 with one exception.
Using repeated measures, within-subject design (e.g., A/B/A/B/A/C/A/C/A),
subjects were repeatedly exposed to the No-delay (Termed A), Within-chains
delay (Termed B), and Between-chains delay (Termed C) conditions. The
number of practices to achieve the performance standard during Chains 1, 2, and 3
of each No-delay condition was yoked onto the chain sequences for the next
condition, either a Within-chains delay or Between-chains delay condition. The
order of components, experimental conditions, chains used for each component,
and the criterion to end each component is presented in Table 1.4.1 [please see p.
16-19 for a full description of training procedures].
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Results
Table 1.4.2 shows the completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open
boxes) sessions for every chain of each experimental condition for all hens. Some
hens did not complete the number of yoked practices within the session duration.
These sessions were not used in the following analysis.
Group data for Figures 1.4.1-1.4.5 were analysed using a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during the Training and
Retention components for Experiment 1.4. The alpha level for all statistical
comparisons in all situations was set at .05 and any results that reached this level
were presented with an asterisk (*) in Table 1.4.3. Except where indicated with a
hashtag (#) in Table 1.4.3, Mauchley’s Test was not significant so sphericity was
assumed. Post-hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction, as
recommended by Fields (2005).
Figure 1.4.1 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the six sessions of the Within- and Between-chains delay condition
and 12 sessions of the No-delay condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects [calculated by dividing the total number of responses
in each chain link during the Training or Retention components by the total
number of correct responses in each chain link for that component]. The mean
percent correct data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
Generally, accuracy in the Training component was similar during the No-delay
and Between-chains delay conditions, and lower during the Within-chains delay
condition, for all subjects. Table 1.4.3 shows these differences were significant
and effect size, partial eta squared, was moderate (Ferguson, 2009). Retention
accuracy was generally similar across the three experimental conditions for all
subjects; the data from these conditions were not significantly different (Table
1.4.3).
Figure 1.4.2 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the six
sessions of the Within- and Between-chains delay condition and 12 sessions of the
No-delay condition during the Training and Retention components for all subjects
[calculated by dividing the total number of responses emitted in each chain link
for the Training or Retention component by that components duration]. The mean
response rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Training response rates were greatest in the No-delay condition then decreased
during the Within- and Between-chains delay conditions for all subjects. Table
1.4.3 shows these differences were significant and effect size, partial eta squared,
was large (Ferguson, 2009). Retention response rates were generally similar
across the three experimental conditions for all subjects; showing no systematic
effect from training conditions.
Figure 1.4.3 shows the mean response latency [the duration from the
illumination of the keylights to the emission of a response] (+1 SD) obtained from
the six sessions of the Within- and Between-chains delay condition and 12
sessions of the No-delay condition during the Training and Retention components
for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated across subjects is
shown in the bottom left graph. Response latency in the Training component was
greatest during the Within-chains delay condition, and generally similar during
the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions for all subjects. Table 1.4.3
shows this finding was significant. Retention latencies were similar across all
experimental conditions for all subjects; the data from these conditions were not
significantly different (Table 1.4.3).
Figure 1.4.4 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
six sessions of the Within- and Between-chains delay condition and 12 sessions of
the No-delay condition. The mean reinforcement rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Reinforcement rates were similar for
the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions, and lowest during the Withinchains delay condition. The differences between conditions were significant
(Table 1.4.3).
Figure 1.4.5 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each condition for the first (e.g., A/B, Sessions 1-6; A/C,
Sessions 13-18) and second (e.g., A/B, Sessions 1-6; A/C, Sessions 13-18) set of
condition changes. The left four bars on each graph show the number of
practices from the first set of condition changes. The right four bars on each
graph show the number of practices from the second set of condition changes.
The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects is shown in the
bottom left graph. The mean number of practices was generally similar across
experimental conditions for all subjects. The mean number of practices was
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similar between the first and second set of condition changes. Table 1.4.3 shows
no significant differences across conditions.
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Table 1.4.1.
Order of components and experimental conditions for each session of
Experiments 1.4. Chain sequences used during each component and the criterion
to end each component are given.
Component

Experimental
Conditions

Chain

Criterion
to End

Session 1
Retention
Distracter
Training

No-delay

Component
R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

Session 2
Retention
Distracter
Training

No-delay
Session 3

Retention
Distracter
Training

No-delay

Session 4
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 5
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 6
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 7
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 8
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 9
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 10
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 11
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 12
Retention
Distracter
Training Within-chains delay
Session 13
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 14
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 15
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay

Experimental
Conditions

Session 16
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 17
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 18
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 19
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 20
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 21
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 22
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 23
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 24
Retention
Distracter
Training Between-chains delay
Session 25
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 26
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 27
Retention
Distracter
Training
No-delay
Session 28
Retention
Distracter
Training
Within-chains delay
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Chain

Criterion
to End

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

L-C-L
L-R-C
R-L-C

15chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-C
R-C-L
R-L-R

15 chains
75 chains
Performance Standard

R-L-R
R-C-L
L-C-L

15 chains
75 chains
Yoked practices

Table 1.4.2.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens.

Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
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Table 1.4.3
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Experiment 1.4.
MS
MS
Component
Treatment Error
df
F
p
Mean percent correct
191.57
92.83
2, 10
2.10
.18
Training
1.62
15.24
2, 10
0.11
.90
Retention
Mean response rate
.29
.006
2, 10 47.35
.001*#
Training
0
.001
2, 10
0.21
.81
Retention
Mean response latency
9.54
.45
2, 10 20.92 p<.0001*
Training
.44
.35
2, 10
1.25
.33
Retention
Reinforcement rate
3.6E-6
8.2E-8 2, 10 43.38 p<.0001*
Session
Number of practices
2720.04 2720.04 1, 5
First Set (A/B)
1.00
.36#
120.13
120.13 1, 5
1.00
.36#
First Set (A/C)
252.08 1, 5
Second Set (A/B) 252.08
1.00
.39#
1587
1, 5
1.00
.36#
Second Set (A/C) 1587
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Partial
Eta
Squared
.29
.02
.90
.04
.81
.20
.90
.17
.17
.25
.17
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Figure 1.4.1. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the six sessions of the Within- and Between-chains delay condition and 12
sessions of the No-delay condition during the Training and Retention components
for all subjects. The mean percent correct data calculated across subjects is shown
in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.4.2. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the six sessions of
the Within- and Between-chains delay condition and 12 sessions of the No-delay
condition during the Training and Retention components for all subjects. The
mean response rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left
graph.
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Figure 1.4.3. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the six
sessions of the Within- and Between-chains delay condition and 12 sessions of the
No-delay condition during the Training and Retention components for all
subjects. The mean response latency data calculated across subjects is shown in
the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.4.4. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the six sessions
of the Within- and Between-chains delay condition and 12 sessions of the Nodelay condition. The mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is
shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.4.5. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each condition for the first (e.g., A/B, Sessions 1-6; A/C, Sessions 1318) and second (e.g., A/B, Sessions 1-6; A/C, Sessions 13-18) set of condition
changes. The left four bars on each graph show the number of practices from the
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practices data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Discussion
Experiment 1.4 replicated the experimental design from Porritt et al.
(2009) with the aim of comparing results. It was expected that repeatedly
exposing subjects to experimental conditions would produce results similar to
those of Porritt (2007).
Similar to Experiment 1.2 and Porritt et al. (2009), percentage correct and
response rate was found to be greatest during the No-delay condition. In addition,
response latency was greatest during the Within-chains delay condition. There
were no systematic differences in number of practices across conditions. Mean
reinforcement rates were significantly different between the No-delay and Withinchains delay conditions (.002) and the No-delay and Between-chains delay
conditions (.001). While these differences were statistically significant, they are
not too different from the difference in means between the Within- and Betweenchains delay conditions (M < .0001).
Contrary to Porritt et al. (2009), there were no systematic differences
across experimental conditions in response rate, percentage correct, or latency
during the Retention component. Thus repeatedly exposing subjects to
experimental conditions did not produce Retention component results similar to
those of Porritt (2007).
The findings of the present experiment show significant differences
between training conditions, but all three conditions produced similar accuracy
during the Retention component. Similar findings were obtained from
Experiment 1.2, in which an A/B/C design was used. Given the finding from the
present experiment and that using an A/B/C design results in similar outcomes
and requires fewer sessions, the A/B/C design was used in the remaining
experiments.
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SUMMARY
Experiments 1.1-1.4 attempted to replicate procedures used by Porritt
(2007) and Porritt et al. (2009) to compare results. Findings from Experiments
1.1-1.4 confirm the results from Porritt and Porritt et al., showing that ratebuilding improved training accuracy when number of practices and reinforcement
rate were controlled. These findings support the use of rate-building procedures
to improve accuracy during training in the Precision Teaching literature (Bucklin
et al., 2000; Kubina, Aho, Mozzoni, & Malanga, 1998; McDowell & Keenan,
2001).
Experiment 1.1 replicated the procedures of Porritt (2007), with exception
to yoking correct practices, to compare results. The No-delay condition produced
the greatest accuracy during the Training component, but there were no
differences in accuracy between experimental conditions during the Retention
component, partially replicating the findings from Porritt (2007). The findings
from Experiment 1.1 support the use of rate-building procedures to improve
accuracy during training in the Precision Teaching literature (Bucklin et al., 2000;
Kubina et al., 1998; McDowell & Keenan, 2001). As previously mentioned
[Experiment 1.1 Discussion], the lack of replication may be due to either the
differences in performance standard or type of practice yoked from those used by
Porritt.
Experiment 1.2 replicated Porritt’s (2007) methods by increasing the
performance standard with the aim of comparing results. The No-delay condition
produced the greatest accuracy during the Training component, but there were no
differences in accuracy between experimental conditions during the Retention
component, partially replicating the findings from Porritt. This finding shows
that using a similar performance standard to that of Porritt (2007) did not generate
similar outcomes. As previously mentioned [Experiment 1.1 Discussion], the lack
of replication may be due to yoking correct practices, whereas Porritt yoked trials.
Experiment 1.3 yoked trial practices, similar to Porritt (2007), with the aim
of comparing results. The No-delay condition produced the greatest accuracy
during the Training component, but there were no differences in accuracy between
experimental conditions during the Retention component, partially replicating the
findings from Porritt. Yoking trials generated similar training and retention
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accuracy to that of Experiment 1.2. This finding suggests that yoking trials or
correct responses does not impact percentage correct. Being that yoking corrects
requires less practices, this finding is informative for future studies that
investigate the effects of rate-building.
Experiment 1.4 used a stronger experimental design, identical to the one
used by Porritt et al. (2009), in an attempt to replicate the Retention component
results from Porritt (2007). The no-delay condition produced the greatest
accuracy during the Training component, but there were no differences in
accuracy between experimental conditions during the Retention component,
partially replicating the findings from Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al. (2009).
Using a stronger experimental design generated similar training and retention
accuracy to that of Experiment 1.2, suggesting that using an experimental design
that repeatedly exposes subjects to experimental conditions does not impact
percentage correct during the Training or Retention component differently than
using an alternating treatment design. Given these finding, and that using an
A/B/C design requires fewer sessions, this outcome is informative for future
studies that investigate the effects of rate-building.
Contrary to findings by Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al. (2009), results from
Experiments 1.1-1.4 show that the No-delay conditions, arrangements that
produced greater response rates, did not lead towards greater retention accuracy.
Variations in methodology and experimental design were tested during
Experiments 1.2-1.4 to compare findings to Porritt. These attempts failed to
replicate Porritt’s findings and there are no obvious theoretical reasons for this
lack of replication.
As previously mentioned [Experiment 1.3 Discussion], increasing the
performance standard has been shown to improve retention accuracy (Berens et
al., 2003; Ivarie, 1986). It may be that a greater performance standard is required
for hens to replicate the Retention component findings from Porritt (2007).
Experiment 1.5 increased the performance standard in the hope to compare
findings to Porritt.
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EXPERIMENT 1.5
As mentioned previously [Experiment 1.3 Discussion], Experiment 1.5
increased the performance standard to determine if hens require a greater
performance standard to replicate the Retention component findings from Porritt
(2007). Given results of Experiment 1.4, a design similar to Experiments 1.1 and
1.2 was used.
Method
Subjects
The same 6 subjects from Experiments 1.1-1.4 participated in this study.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments 1.1-1.4.
Procedures
Procedures were identical to those of Experiments 1.1 and 1.2 with
exception to the performance standard. The performance standard in Experiment
1.2 required subjects to complete five consecutive bins of five chain completions,
each within 45 s. The new performance standard during the first series of
conditions required subjects to complete five consecutive bins of seven chain
completions, each within 45 s (i.e., Series 1). After hens were exposed to each
experimental condition, the performance standard was increased to five
consecutive bins of nine chain completions, each within 45 s, for a second series
of the same conditions (i.e., Series 2) [please see p. 16-19 for a full description of
training procedures].
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Results
Table 1.5.1 shows the completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open
boxes) sessions for every chain of each experimental condition for all hens in
Series 1. Some hens did not complete the number of yoked practices within the
session duration. These sessions were not used in the following analysis.
Table 1.5.2 shows the completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open
boxes) sessions for every chain of each experimental condition for all hens in
Series 2. There was very little data collected for this second series of conditions
because the hens either could not complete the performance standard (e.g., Hens
22, 23, 24, 25) or could not complete the number of practices during the Withinchains delay condition within the session duration (e.g., Hens 21 & 26). In spite
of the limited data, results for the Training and Retention components could still
be described.
Group data for Figures 1.5.1-1.5.10 were analysed using a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during the Training and
Retention components for Experiment 1.5. The alpha level for all statistical
comparisons in all situations was set at .05 and any results that reached this level
were presented with an asterisk (*) in Table 1.5.3. Except where indicated with a
hashtag (#) in Table 1.5.3, Mauchley’s Test was not significant so sphericity was
assumed. Post-hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction, as
recommended by Fields (2005). Statistical analysis for group data in Figures
1.5.6-1.5.10 was not completed due to lack of completed sessions.
Figure 1.5.1 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean
percent correct data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
Generally, accuracy in the Training component was similar during the No-delay
and Between-chains delay conditions, and lower during the Within-chains delay
condition, for all subjects. Table 1.5.3 shows these differences were significant
and effect size, partial eta squared, was moderate (Ferguson, 2009). Retention
accuracy was similar across the three experimental conditions for all subjects; the
data from these conditions were not significantly different (Table 1.5.3).
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Figure 1.5.2 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean response rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Training response
rates were greatest in the No-delay condition then decreased during the Withinand Between-chains delay conditions for all subjects. Table 1.5.3 shows these
differences were significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large
(Ferguson, 2009). Retention response rates were generally similar across the
three experimental conditions for all subjects; showing no systematic effect from
training conditions.
Figure 1.5.3 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean response latency
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response
latency in the Training component was greatest during the Within-chains delay
condition, and was generally similar during the No-delay and Between-chains
delay conditions, for all subjects. Table 1.5.3 shows this finding was not
significant. Retention latencies were similar across all experimental conditions
for all subjects; the data from these conditions were not significantly different
(Table 1.5.3).
Figure 1.5.4 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition for all subjects during Series 1. The
mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph. Reinforcement rates were greatest during the No-delay condition, and
generally similar during the Within- and Between-chains delay conditions. The
differences between conditions were significant (Table 1.5.3).
Figure 1.5.5 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component
for all subjects in Series 1. The mean number of practices data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. The number of practices to achieve the
performance standard was similar across each experimental condition for all
subjects. Table 1.5.3 shows no significant differences across conditions.
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Figure 1.5.6 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean
percent correct data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
Generally, accuracy during the No-delay condition for the Training and Retention
components were similar to the first series data for all hens.
Figure 1.5.7 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean response rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response rates
during the No-delay condition for the Training and Retention components were
similar to the first series data for all hens.
Figure 1.5.8 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean response latency
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response
latency during the No-delay condition for the Training and Retention components
were similar to the first series data for all hens.
Figure 1.5.9 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition for all subjects during Series 2. The
mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph. Reinforcement rate during the No-delay condition was similar to the
first series data for all hens.
Figure 1.5.10 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component
for all subjects in Series 2. The mean number of practices data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Generally, the number of practices to
achieve the performance standard during the No-delay condition of the Training
component was similar to the first series data for all hens.
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Table 1.5.1.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens during Series 1.

Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R

Table 1.5.2.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens during Series 2.
Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R
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Table 1.5.3
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Experiment 1.5.

Component
Training
Retention
Training
Retention
Training
Retention

Session
Correct

MS
MS
Treatment Error
df
F
Mean percent correct
155.07
78.36
2, 6
1.98
.033
4.52
2, 6
0.01
Mean response rate
.192
.004 2, 6
44.57
.004
.003 2, 6
1.37
Mean response latency
9.78
1.58
2, 6
6.20
.04
.04
2, 6
0.83
Reinforcement rate
2.4E-6
1.9E2, 6
12.40
7
Number of practices
197.83
199.06
2, 6
0.99
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p
.22
1.00

Partial
Eta
Squared
0.40
0.00

p<.0001*
.32

0.94
0.31

.09#
.48

0.67
0.22

.01*

0.81

.39#
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Figure 1.5.1. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean percent correct
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.5.2. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects during Series 1. The mean response rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.5.3. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean response latency data
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Figure 1.5.4. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition for all subjects during Series 1. The
mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph.
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Figure 1.5.5. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component for all
subjects in Series 1. The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects
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Figure 1.5.6. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean reinforcement
rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.5.7. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects during Series 2. The mean response rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.5.8. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean response latency data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.5.9. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition for all subjects during Series 2. The
mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph.
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Figure 1.5.10. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component for all
subjects in Series 2. The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects
is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Discussion
Experiment 1.5 increased the performance standard to determine if hens
require a greater performance standard to replicate the Retention component
findings from Porritt (2007).
As in Experiment 1.2 and Porritt (2007), percentage correct and response
rate for Series 1 in the present study were greatest during the No-delay condition
of the Training component. In addition, response latency was greatest during the
Within-chains delay condition. There were no systematic differences in number
of practices across conditions; however, mean reinforcement rates were
significantly different between the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions
(.001). While this difference was statistically significant, it is similar to the
differences in means for the No-delay and Within-chains delay conditions (.001)
and the Within- and Between chains delay conditions (M < .0001).
It was expected that increasing the performance standard during Series 1
of the present study would produce Retention component findings similar to
Porritt (2007). However, contrary to Porritt, there were no systematic differences
across experimental conditions in response rate, percentage correct, or latency
during the Retention component. This finding is similar to the Retention
component results for Experiment 1.2.
Series 2 of the present investigation used a greater performance standard
than Series 1 to replicate the Retention component findings of Porritt (2007).
Subjects were unable to complete most experimental conditions during Series 2
given the present session parameters, as shown in Table 1.5.2. This lack of data
for each experimental condition prevented comparisons to be made across
conditions. This finding suggests, given the session parameters, there is a
maximum performance standard that can be used with hens.
Overall, a performance standard of nine chains produced greater
percentage correct during the Training component than when seven chains within
45 s was used. This finding should be taken with caution because more practices
were required to achieve the greater performance standard. The nine chains
performance standard did not generate greater percentage correct during the
Retention component than the seven chains standard. This finding is contrary to
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Precision Teaching research that shows greater performance standards lead
towards enhanced retention accuracy (Berens et al., 2003; Ivarie, 1986).
Retention has been shown to improve as the time between practices is
distributed further apart (e.g., the spacing effect, Baddeley & Longman, 1978,
Ebbinghaus, 1913). Using himself as the subject, Ebbinghaus repeated a 12syllable series and found 68 immediately successive repetitions made an errorless
recital possible. However, he achieved the same result by distributing 38
practices over three days. Ebbinghaus concluded that “with any considerable
number of repetitions a suitable distribution of them over a space of time is
decidedly more advantageous than the massing of them at a single time” (1913,
p.89), more recent findings have drawn similar conclusions (Baddeley &
Longman, 1978; Bloom & Shuell, 1981). Based upon Ebbinghaus’s conclusion
and recent research on distributed practice (Baddeley & Longman, 1978; Bloom
& Shuell, 1981) retention accuracy should improve by increasing the duration
between each practice. The aim of Experiment 1.6 was to examine the effects of
distributed practice on retention accuracy as this has been shown to affect
retention accuracy.
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EXPERIMENT 1.6
Experiment 1.6 examined the effects of distributed practice on retention
accuracy.
Method
Subjects
The same 6 subjects from Experiments 1.1-1.5 participated in this study.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments 1.1-1.5.
Procedures
Procedures were identical to those of Experiment 1.2 with one exception.
Subjects were exposed to a Within-chains delay condition that imposed a 10-s
delay between each practice (e.g., correct response) [please see p. 16-19 for a full
description of training procedures].
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Results
Table 1.6.1 shows the completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open
boxes) sessions for every chain of each experimental condition for all hens. Some
hens did not complete the number of yoked practices within the session duration.
These sessions were not used in the following analysis.
Group data for Figures 1.6.1-1.6.5 were analysed using a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during the Training and
Retention components for Experiment 1.6. The alpha level for all statistical
comparisons in all situations was set at .05 and any results that reached this level
were presented with an asterisk (*) in Table 1.6.2. Except where indicated with a
hashtag (#) in Table 1.6.2, Mauchley’s Test was not significant so sphericity was
assumed. Post-hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction, as
recommended by Fields (2005).
Figure 1.6.1 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Generally,
accuracy in the Training component was similar during the No-delay and
Between-chains delay conditions, and lower under the Within-chains delay
condition, for all subjects. Table 1.6.2 shows these differences were significant
and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009). Retention
accuracy was similar across the three experimental conditions for all subjects; the
data from these conditions were not significantly different (Table 1.6.2).
Figure 1.6.2 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Training response rates were greatest
during the No-delay condition, and lowest during the Within- and Between-chains
delay conditions, for all subjects. Table 1.6.2 shows these differences were
significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
Retention response rates were similar during the No-delay and Between-chains
delay conditions, and lowest during the Within-chains delay condition. The data
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from these conditions were significantly different (Table 1.6.2) and effect size,
partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
Figure 1.6.3 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response latency in the
Training and Retention components were largest during the Within-chains delay
condition, and generally similar during the No-delay and Between-chains delay
conditions. Both Training and Retention component findings were significant
(Table 1.6.2).
Figure 1.6.4 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Reinforcement rates
were similar for the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions, and lowest
during the Within-chains delay condition. Table 1.6.2 shows significant
differences across conditions.
Figure 1.6.5 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component.
The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects is shown in the
bottom left graph. The number of practices to achieve the performance standard
was similar across each experimental condition for all subjects. Table 1.1.3
shows no significant differences across conditions.
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Table 1.6.1.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens.

Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R

Table 1.6.2
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Experiment 1.6.
MS
Component Treatment MS Error
df
F
Mean percent correct
860.33
23.01
2, 6
37.39
Training
.41
17.82
2, 6
0.02
Retention
Mean response rate
.40
.005
2, 6
80.65
Training
.008
.001
2, 6
6.32
Retention
Mean response latency
3.05
.09
2, 6
32.38
Training
.07
.01
2, 6
8.20
Retention
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p

Partial
Eta
Squared

p<.0001* .93
.98
.01
.003*#
.03*

.97
.68

.001*
.02*

.92
.73

.02*

.53

.18#

.38
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Figure 1.6.1. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.6.2. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across subjects is shown in
the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.6.3. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.6.4. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Discussion
Experiment 1.6 examined the effects of distributed practice on retention
accuracy. As in Experiment 1.2, percentage correct and response rate were
greatest during the No-delay condition of the Training component. In addition,
response latency was greatest during the Within-chains delay condition. There
were no systematic differences in number of practices across conditions.
However, reinforcement rates were significantly different between the No-delay
and Within-chains delay conditions and the No-delay and Between-chains delay
conditions. Post-hoc tests suggest this effect was not due to any specific pair of
mean differences.
It was expected that distributing practices would enhance retention
accuracy. Latency and response rates differed across experimental conditions
during the Retention component; suggesting conditions during the Training
component had some effect over responding in the Retention component.
However, percentage correct during the Retention component was similar across
experimental conditions. Thus, no conclusions can be drawn about whether the
Training component conditions affected responding during the Retention
component. The percentage correct findings are similar to Experiment 1.2,
suggesting that distributing practices did not enhance retention accuracy.
The Retention component results of the present experiment are contrary to
studies showing that distributed practices increase retention accuracy (Baddeley &
Longman, 1978; Bloom & Shuell, 1981). One difference between the present
study and those from the distributed practice literature, however, is that
reinforcement rate and number of practices was controlled in the present
investigation. This difference could account for the difference in findings.
Another variable that has been shown to effect retention accuracy is the
retention interval. White (1985, 2001) points out that in studies of memory
[where no occasioning stimuli is available at the point of recall], retention
accuracy decreases as the time from the to-be-remembered stimulus increases.
Typically, this research uses retention intervals from 1s-60s (Roberts & Grant,
1976). Stimulus control is often lost at the longer intervals. Given this, reliable
recall after 23 hours seems unlikely. The first series of conditions during
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Experiment 1.7 examined the effects of a shorter retention interval on retention
accuracy under the No-delay, Within- and Between-chains delay conditions.
The results of Experiment 1.6 suggest that distributing practices during the
Within-chains delay condition using a 23-h retention interval did not improve
accuracy during the Retention component. Given that stimulus control from the
to-be-remembered stimulus weakens as time passes (White, 1985, 2001),
distributing practices within-chains at a shorter retention interval may enhance
retention accuracy more so than at the longer interval. The second series of
conditions in the present experiment replicated the procedures of Experiment 1.6
using a shorter retention interval to compare findings.
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EXPERIMENT 1.7
The first series of Experiment 1.7 examined the effects of a shorter
retention interval on accuracy. The second series of conditions replicated the
procedures of Experiment 1.6 using a shorter retention interval to compare
findings.
Method
Subjects
The same 6 subjects from Experiments 1.1-1.6 participated in this study.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments 1.1-1.6.
Procedures
Procedures for the first series of conditions were identical to those of
Experiment 1.2 with two exceptions. First, the retention interval was reduced
from 23-hr to 10min. Second, the Retention component followed the Training
component during each session. Third, the Distracter component was removed
from each session. Thus, during each session, a subject was first exposed to the
Training component followed by the retention interval and then the Retention
component. The second series of conditions used these procedures with one
exception. The within-chains delay was increased from 5 s to 10 s, similar to the
delay used in Experiment 1.6 [please see p. 16-19 for a full description of training
procedures].
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Results
Tables 1.7.1 and 1.7.2 show the completed (filled boxes) and noncompleted (open boxes) sessions for every chain of each experimental condition
for all hens during Series 1 and Series 2. Some hens did not complete the number
of yoked practices within the session duration. These sessions were not used in
the following analysis.
Group data for Figures 1.7.1-1.7.10 were analysed using a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during the Training and
Retention components for Experiment 1.7. The alpha level for all statistical
comparisons in all situations was set at .05 and any results that reached this level
were presented with an asterisk (*) in Table 1.7.3 and 1.7.4. Except where
indicated with a hashtag (#) in Table 1.7.3 and 1.7.4, Mauchley’s Test was not
significant so sphericity was assumed. Post-hoc tests were conducted using the
Bonferroni correction, as recommended by Fields (2005).
Figure 1.7.1 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean
percent correct data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
Generally, accuracy in the Training component was similar during the No-delay
and Between-chains delay conditions, and lower under the Within-chains delay
condition, for all subjects. Table 1.7.3 shows these differences were significant
and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009). Retention
accuracy was largest during the Between-chains delay condition, and generally
similar during the No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions. The
differences between conditions were significantly different (Table 1.7.3) and
effect size, partial eta squared, was moderate (Ferguson, 2009).
Figure 1.7.2 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean response rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Training response
rates were greatest during the No-delay condition, and similar during the Withinand Between-chains delay conditions, for all subjects. Table 1.7.3 shows these
differences were significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large
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(Ferguson, 2009).

Retention response rates were generally similar across the

three experimental conditions for all subjects; showing no systematic effect from
training conditions.
Figure 1.7.3 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean response latency
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response
latency in the Training component was greatest during the Within-chains delay
condition, and generally similar during the No-delay and Between-chains delay
conditions, for all subjects. Table 1.7.3 shows this finding was significant.
Retention latencies were similar across all experimental conditions for all
subjects; the data from these conditions were not significantly different (Table
1.7.3).
Figure 1.7.4 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition for all subjects during Series 1. The
mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph. Reinforcement rates were similar for the No-delay and Betweenchains delay conditions, and lowest during the Within-chains delay condition.
Table 1.7.3 shows significant differences across conditions.
Figure 1.7.5 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component
for all subjects in Series 1. The mean number of practices data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Number of practices during the Nodelay, Within- and Between-chains delay conditions for the Training and
Retention were similar across conditions for all hens. Table 1.7.3 shows no
significant differences across conditions.
Figure 1.7.6 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean
percent correct data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
Generally, accuracy in the Training component was similar during the No-delay
and Between-chains delay conditions, and lower under the Within-chains delay
condition, for all subjects. Table 1.7.4 shows these differences were significant
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and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009). Retention
accuracy was similar across the three experimental conditions for all subjects; the
data from these conditions were not significantly different (Table 1.7.4).
Figure 1.7.7 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean response rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Training response
rates were largest during the No-delay condition, and generally similar during the
Within- and Between-chains delay conditions, for all subjects. Table 1.7.4 shows
these differences were significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large
(Ferguson, 2009). Retention response rates were generally greatest during the
Between-chains delay condition, and similar during the No-delay and Withinchains delay condition. The data from these conditions were significantly
different (Table 1.7.4) and effect size, partial eta squared, was moderate
(Ferguson, 2009).
Figure 1.7.8 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean response latency
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response
latency in the Training component was greatest during the Within-chains delay
condition, and generally similar during the No-delay and Between-chains delay
conditions. Retention latency was lowest under the Between-chains delay
condition, and generally similar during the No-delay and Within-chains delay
conditions. Table 1.7.4 shows data across conditions for both the Training and
Retention component were significant.
Figure 1.7.9 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition for all subjects during Series 2. The
mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph. Reinforcement rate was variable across each experimental condition
for all subjects. Table 1.7.4 shows significant differences across conditions.
Figure 1.7.10 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component
for all subjects in Series 2. The mean number of practices data calculated across
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subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. The number of practices to achieve the
performance standard was similar across each experimental condition for all
subjects. Table 1.7.4 shows no significant differences across conditions.
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Table 1.7.1.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens during Series 1.
Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R

Table 1.7.2.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens during Series 2.
Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R
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Table 1.7.3
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Series 1 for Experiment 1.7.

Component

MS
MS
Treatment Error

Training
Retention

966.04
74.59

Training
Retention

.47
.004

Training
Retention

7.61
.10

Session

2.1E-5

Correct

166.12

30.50
16.37
.003
.004
.108
.07
2.8E-6
51.48

df
F
p
Mean percent correct
2, 10
31.68
p<.0001*
2, 10
4.56 .04*
Mean response rate
2, 10
139.32
p<.0001*#
2, 10
0.99 .41
Mean response latency
2, 10
70.30
p<.0001*
2, 10
1.41 .29
Reinforcement rate
2, 10
7.39 .01*
Number of practices
2, 10
3.22 .13#

Partial
Eta
Squared
.86
.48
.97
.17
.93
.22
.60
.39

Table 1.7.4
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Series 2 for Experiment 1.7.

Component

MS
MS
Treatment Error

Training
Retention

1079.35
163.77

Training
Retention

.44
.02

Training
Retention

46.98
181.23

Session
Correct

1E-5
87.11

16.72
65.22
.005
.002
4.57
36.69
6.5E-7
87.11

df
2, 10
2, 10
2, 10
2, 10
2, 10
2, 10
2, 10
2, 10
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F
p
Mean percent correct
64.54 p<.0001*
2.50
.13
Mean response rate
97.14 p<.0001*#
8.44
.01*
Mean response latency
10.28
.02*#
4.94
.03*
Reinforcement rate
15.87
.001*
Number of practices
1.00
.36#

Partial
Eta
Squared
.93
.33
.95
.63
.67
.50
.76
.17
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Figure 1.7.1. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean percent correct
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.7.2. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects during Series 1. The mean response rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.7.3. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects during Series 1. The mean response latency data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.7.4. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition for all subjects during Series 1. The
mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph.
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Figure 1.7.5. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component for all
subjects in Series 1. The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects
is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.7.6. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean percent correct
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.7.7. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects during Series 2. The mean response rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.7.8. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects during Series 2. The mean response latency data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.7.9. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition for all subjects during Series 2. The
mean reinforcement rate data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph.
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Figure 1.7.10. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component for all
subjects in Series 2. The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects
is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Discussion
The first series of Experiment 1.7 examined the effects of decreasing the
retention interval on accuracy. As in Experiment 1.2, percentage correct and
response rate were greatest during the No-delay condition. In addition, response
latency was greatest during the Within-chains delay condition. There were no
systematic differences in number of practices across conditions. However, mean
reinforcement rates were significantly different between the No-delay and
Between-chains delay conditions (.003). While this difference was statistically
significant, it is similar to the difference in means for the No-delay and Withinchains delay conditions (.004) and the Within- and Between-chains delay
conditions (M < .0001).
It was expected that retention accuracy would improve by shortening the
duration between training and testing. Although response rates and latency
findings during the Retention component were similar across experimental
conditions, retention accuracy did slightly improve during the Between-chains
delay condition. This finding suggests the conditions during the Training
component had some effect on response accuracy during the Retention
component. However, the effect size for this finding was moderate; suggesting
that decreasing the retention interval had little effect on the Retention component,
a similar finding to Experiment 1.2.
The present study shortened the retention interval to 10 min, whereas the
longest duration studied in much of the memory literature was 60 s (Roberts &
Grant, 1976). It is possible that stimulus control established during the Training
component was absent during the Retention component due to the long retention
interval (White, 1985, 2001). It may be that an even shorter retention interval is
needed to find any reliable recall.
The second series of Experiment 1.7 examined the effects of distributing
practices at the shorter retention interval. As in Experiment 1.6, percentage
correct and response rate were greatest during the No-delay condition. In
addition, response latency was greatest during the Within-chains delay condition.
There were no systematic differences in number of practices across conditions.
However, mean reinforcement rates were significantly between the No-delay and
Within-chains delay conditions (.003) and the Within- and Between-chains delay
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conditions (.002). While these differences were statistically significant, they are
similar to the difference in mean between the No-delay and Between-chains delay
conditions (M < .0001).
It was expected that distributing practices at the shorter retention interval
would increase retention accuracy. Latency and response rates during the
Between-chains delay condition significantly differed from other conditions
during the Retention component. This finding suggests conditions during the
Training component had some effect on responding during the Retention
component. However, retention accuracy was similar across experimental
conditions. This finding suggests that distributing practices at the shorter
retention interval did not enhance retention accuracy, a finding similar to
Experiment 1.6. The Retention component results of the second series of
Experiment 1.7, along with Experiment 1.6, are contrary to studies showing that
distributing practices enhances retention accuracy (Baddeley & Longman, 1978;
Bloom & Shuell, 1981). One difference between the present study and those from
the distributed practice literature, however, is that reinforcement rate and number
of practices was controlled in the present investigation. This difference could
account for the difference in findings.
Findings from Experiments 1.1-1.7 show the No-delay, Within- and
Between-chains delay conditions during the Training component each produced
different percentage of corrects, response rates, and latencies. This finding was
contrary to the results from the Retention component, in which percentage of
corrects, response rates, and latencies were generally similar across all three
experimental conditions. It can be argued the reason for this finding was due to
the differences in experimental arrangements for the Training and Retention
components.
During the Training component, three different behaviours were learned
under three experimental conditions. Responding without delays, responding with
delays imposed after each correct response, and responding with delays imposed
following three correct responses were learned under the No-delay, Within- and
Between-chains delay conditions, respectively. Under this arrangement, three
different behaviours were learned. For example, the behaviours of pecking
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without delays, peck-wait-peck-wait-peck, and peck-peck-peck-wait were learned
under the No-delay, Within- and Between-chains delay, respectively.
During the Retention component different conditions were arranged, thus
different behaviours were tested. Delays were not imposed during the No-delay,
Within- and Between-chains delay conditions. With this type of arrangement, the
behaviours tested across each experimental condition of the Retention component
were peck-peck-peck. Thus, the reason the outcomes for each experimental
condition of the Retention component during Experiments 1.1-1.7 were similar
may be because similar behaviours were being tested.
Arranging the Retention component conditions similarly to the ones in the
Training component, thus training and testing similar behaviours, may produce
outcomes similar to Porritt (2007). To accomplish this, similar conditions were
arranged between the Training and Retention components of Experiment 1.8.
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EXPERIMENT 1.8
Experiment 1.8 examined whether the behaviour learned under the three
experimental conditions of the Training component would be retained under
similar conditions during the Retention component.
Method
Subjects
The same 6 subjects from Experiments 1.1-1.7 participated in this study.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments 1.1-1.7
Procedures
Procedures were identical to those of Experiment 1.7 (Series 2) with one
exception. A 10-s delay was imposed following each correct response during the
Within-chains delay condition of the Retention component. In addition, a 15-s
delay was imposed followed every third correct response during the Betweenchains delay condition of the Retention component. Delays were not imposed
following correct responding during the No-delay condition of the Retention
component [please see p. 16-19 for a full description of training procedures].
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Results
Table 1.8.1 shows the completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open
boxes) sessions for every chain of each experimental condition for all hens. Some
hens did not complete the number of yoked practices within the session duration.
These sessions were not used in the following analysis.
Group data for Figures 1.8.1-1.8.5 were analysed using a one-way
repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during the Training and
Retention components for Experiment 1.8. The alpha level for all statistical
comparisons in all situations was set at .05 and any results that reached this level
were presented with an asterisk (*) in Table 1.8.2. Except where indicated with a
hashtag (#) in Table 1.8.2, Mauchley’s Test was not significant so sphericity was
assumed. Post-hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction, as
recommended by Fields (2005).
Figure 1.8.1 shows mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD)
obtained from the three sessions of each experimental condition during the
Training and Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct
data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Generally,
accuracy in the Training component was similar during the No-delay and
Between-chains delay conditions, and lower during the Within-chains delay
condition, for all subjects. Retention accuracy was generally similar during the
No-delay and Between-chains delay conditions, and lower during the Withinchains delay, for all subjects. Table 1.8.2 shows the Training and Retention
component findings were significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large
for both components (Ferguson, 2009).
Figure 1.8.2 shows the mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response rates were greatest under the
No-delay condition then decreased during the Within- and Between-chains delay
conditions during the Training and Retention components, showing systematic
differences from experimental conditions. Table 1.8.2 shows the Training and
Retention component findings were significant and effect size, partial eta squared,
was large for both components (Ferguson, 2009).
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Figure 1.8.3 shows the mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Response latency was greatest
during the Within-chains delay condition during the Training and Retention
components. Table 1.8.2 shows the Training and Retention component findings
were significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large for both
components (Ferguson, 2009).
Figure 1.8.4 shows the mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the
three sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph. Reinforcement rate
was variable across experimental condition for all subjects. Table 1.8.2 shows
significant differences across experimental conditions.
Figure 1.8.5 shows the mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component.
The mean number of practices data calculated across subjects is shown in the
bottom left graph. The number of practices to achieve the performance standard
was similar across each experimental condition for all subjects. Table 1.8.2
shows no significant differences across experimental conditions.
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Table 1.8.1.
Completed (filled boxes) and non-completed (open boxes) sessions for every chain
of each experimental condition for all hens.
Condition Chain Hen 21 Hen 22 Hen 23 Hen 24 Hen 25 Hen 26
L-C-L
A
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
B
R-L-C
R-L-R
L-C-L
C
R-L-C
R-L-R

Table 1.8.2
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Retention components of
Experiment 1.8.
MS
Component Treatment
Training
Retention
Training
Retention
Training
Retention
Session
Correct

MS Error df
F
Mean percent correct
688.56
33.55
2, 10
20.52
963.14
52.75
2, 10
18.26
Mean response rate
.634
.003
2, 10
229.99
.29
.002
2, 10
139.40
Mean response latency
139.04
10.81
2, 10
12.87
169.30
7.59
2, 10
22.31
Reinforcement rate
1.55E-5
8.84E-7 2, 10
17.59
Number of practices
1482.25
640.52
2, 10
2.3
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p

Partial
Eta
Squared

p<.0001*
p<.0001*

.80
.79

p<.0001*#
p<.0001*

.98
.97

.02*#
.005*#

.72
.82

.001*

.78

.19#

.32
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Figure 1.8.1. The mean percentage of correct responses (+1 SD) obtained from
the three sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and
Retention components for all subjects. The mean percent correct data calculated
across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.8.2. The mean response rates (+1 SD) obtained from the three sessions
of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention components for
all subjects. The mean response rate data calculated across subjects is shown in
the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.8.3. The mean response latency (with +1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training and Retention
components for all subjects. The mean response latency data calculated across
subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.8.4. The mean reinforcement rate (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition. The mean reinforcement rate data
calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom left graph.
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Figure 1.8.5. The mean number of practices (+1 SD) obtained from the three
sessions of each experimental condition during the Training component. The
mean number of practices data calculated across subjects is shown in the bottom
left graph.
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Discussion
Experiment 1.8 examined whether the behaviour learned under the three
experimental conditions of the Training component would be retained under
similar conditions during the Retention component. As in Experiment 1.2,
percentage correct and response rate were greatest during the No-delay condition.
In addition, response latency was greatest during the Within-chains delay
condition. There were no systematic differences in number of practices across
conditions. However, mean reinforcement rate was significantly different
between the No-delay and Within-chains delay conditions (.003) and the Withinand Between-chains delay conditions (.002). While these differences were
statistically significant, they are similar to the difference in mean between the Nodelay and Between-chains delay conditions (M < .0001).
Contrary to Experiment 1.2, accuracy and response rates were greatest
under the No-delay condition during the Retention component. In addition,
response latency was greatest during the Within-chains delay condition. These
findings suggest that greater response rates improve retention accuracy when
similar behaviours are trained and tested under like conditions.
Similar to Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al. (2009), the No-delay condition in
the present experiment produced the greatest accuracy during the Training and
Retention components. The results of the present investigation were obtained,
however, using different procedures from those of Porritt and Porritt et al. Had
Porritt and Porritt et al. trained similar behaviours under like conditions during the
Training and Retention Components in their studies, they would arguably have
come up with similar results to the present study.
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SUMMARY
Experiments 1.5-1.8 used experimental arrangements that have been
shown to effect retention accuracy in an attempt to replicate the Retention
component findings from Porritt (2007).
The performance standard was increased across two series of conditions
(e.g., seven and nine chains) during Experiment 1.5 to determine if hens require a
greater performance standard than pigeons to replicate the Retention component
results from Porritt (2007). The No-delay condition produced the greatest
accuracy during the Training component, but there were no differences in
accuracy between experimental conditions during the Retention component,
partially replicating the findings from Porritt. This finding suggests that the hens
used in the present experiment did not require a greater performance standard to
replicate the Retention component findings from Porritt (2007).
Experiment 1.6 examined the effects of distributed practice on retention
accuracy. Increasing the duration between practices did not increase retention
accuracy. This finding suggests that distributed practice does not impact retention
accuracy. This finding is contrary to studies showing that distributed practice
increases retention accuracy (Baddeley & Longman, 1978; Bloom & Shuell,
1981). One difference between the present study and those from the distributed
practice literature is that reinforcement rate and number of practices was
controlled in the present investigation. This difference could account for the
difference in findings; thus, no conclusions can be drawn on the effects of
distributed practice in the present study as it relates to the literature. As
mentioned [Experiment 1.6 Discussion], it is possible that stimulus control
established during the Training component is absent during the Retention
component due to the long retention interval (White, 1985, 2001).
Series 1 of Experiment 1.7 examined the effects of a shorter retention
interval on retention accuracy under three different experimental conditions.
Results showed that shortening the duration between training and testing
components did not improve retention accuracy. Being that the longest duration
of retention interval studied was 60s (Roberts & Grant, 1976), it is possible that an
even shorter retention interval is needed to find any reliable recall. Thus, no
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conclusions can be drawn about the effects of shortening the retention interval in
the present study as it related to the memory literature.
Series 2 of Experiment 1.7 examined the effects of distributed practice at
the shorter retention interval. Similar to Experiment 1.6, the results from the
second series of Experiment 1.7 showed that retention accuracy did not improve
by distributing practices, even at the shorter retention interval. It was argued that
the differences in the experimental conditions between the Training and Retention
components in the present study accounted for the lack of replicating the
Retention component findings of Porritt (2007).
Experiment 1.8 trained and tested similar behaviours by arranging the
experimental conditions alike during the Training and Retention components.
Results showed that the No-delay condition led towards enhanced accuracy during
the Training and Retention components. These findings suggest that the
behaviour learned under the three experimental conditions of the Training
component were retained under similar conditions during the Retention
component. Similar to Porritt (2007), the present results suggest that greater
response rates lead toward greater training and retention accuracy. The present
results, however, were obtained under different experimental arrangements than
Porritt (2007). Thus, it is still unclear how Porritt (2007) obtained his results
using his arrangements.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT 1
Controlling procedural confounds in Precision Teaching studies is a
necessary and important step for researchers; because, it helps identify the critical
components that lead towards improved retention, endurance and application.
Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al., (2009) have been the only studies to show a result
in strong support for the rate-building procedure when reinforcement rate and
number of practices are controlled. It was hypothesized that differences in
methodology and experimental design may account for the results obtained by
Porritt.
The aim of Experiments 1.1-1.4 was to replicate the procedures used by
Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al., (2009). These experiments tested the following
research questions:
1. Do greater response rates improve accuracy during training and
retention when number of practices and reinforcement rate are held
constant?
2. Do alternative methodology and experimental designs account for the
present findings?
Both experimental questions were addressed across four studies and led towards
similar findings. The data collected across the four studies showed that greater
response rates improved training accuracy, but not retention accuracy. These data
support Porritt’s results and the findings of the Precision Teaching research that
suggests rate-building improves training accuracy. In addition, the present studies
show support for yoking correct practices, as opposed to trials, and using an
A/B/C experimental design. Thus, future rate-building studies interested in
controlling for number of practices across experimental conditions could yoke
correct practices under an A/B/C design. This arrangement would generate
similar outcomes to an A/B/A/B/A/C/A/C design, thus shortening the duration of
a study.
As previously mentioned [Experiment 1.1 Introduction], future ratebuilding studies can focus on the effects of instructions (e.g., goal setting) used by
Precision Teachers to generate response rates, as the two methods have both been
shown to produce beneficial outcomes (Lock & Latham, 1990; Seijts & Latham,
2001). A clearer understanding of how goal setting affects responding during the
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rate-building procedure may shed light on the mixed outcomes within the
Precision Teaching literature. Future research could focus on the effects of ratebuilding on other purported outcomes of fluency (e.g., endurance, stability,
application) while controlling for practice and reinforcement rate.
Given the failure to show any strong effect of the training conditions on
retention accuracy, Experiments 1.5-1.8 attempted to replicate the Retention
component findings of Porritt by using experimental arrangements that have been
shown to enhance retention accuracy. These experiments tested the following
research questions:
1. Would greater performance standards replicate Porritt’s Retention
component findings?
2. Would distributing practices replicate Porritt’s Retention component
findings?
3. Would decreasing the duration between training and testing replicate
Porritt’s Retention component findings?
4. Would training and testing similar behaviours under similar conditions
replicate Porritt’s Retention component findings?
With respect to the first research question, the data did not show improved
retention accuracy when increasing the performance standard. These data are
contrary to research showing that increasing the performance standard also
improves retention accuracy (Berens et al., 2003; Ivarie, 1986). The contrary
findings, however, may be due to methodological differences. Number of
practices and reinforcement rate were held constant in the present study. Studies
showing that greater performance standards improve retention accuracy did not
use these procedural controls. Thus, as previously stated [Summary #2], no
conclusions can be drawn about the present data as it relates to the applied
literature.
With respect to the second research question, the data did not show
improved retention accuracy when practices were distributed during the training
component, both at the 23-hr and 10min retention intervals. These data are
contrary to research showing that distributing practices further apart improves
retention accuracy (Baddeley & Longman, 1978; Bloom & Shuell, 1981). The
contrary findings may be due to the duration of the practice distribution in the
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present study. In the distributed practice literature, practices are typically
distributed across days (Cepeda, Pashler, Vul, Wixted, & Rohrer, 2006). In the
present investigation, practices were distributed by imposing a 10-s delay between
each correct response. It is possible that longer delays between practices are
required to observe an affect from distributed practices on retention accuracy. As
mentioned [Experiment 1.7 Discussion], the difference in findings between the
present study and distributed practice literature may be due to the procedural
controls used in the present study. Thus, no conclusions can be drawn about how
the present results compare to the distributed practice literature.
With respect to the third research question, the data did not show
improved retention accuracy when the retention interval was shortened. These
data are contrary to research showing that increasing the retention interval
decreases retention accuracy (Roberts, 1972; White, 1985; White & Wixted,
1999). The contrary findings may be due to the duration of the delay interval used
in the present study. The present study shortened the retention interval to 10 min,
whereas the longest duration studied in much of the memory literature was 60 s
(Roberts & Grant, 1976). It is possible that stimulus control established during
the Training component was absent during the Retention component due to the
long retention interval (White, 1985, 2001). It may be that an even shorter
retention interval is needed to find any reliable recall.
With respect to the fourth research question, the rate-building condition
showed the greatest retention accuracy when similar behaviours were trained and
tested under similar conditions. Thus, the most important factor in retention
accuracy, it seems, was the response rate during the Retention component.
Comparing response rates during the Retention component in the present study
with those of Porritt would help shed light on the contrary findings.
Unfortunately, these response rate data were not reported by Porritt (2007) nor
Porritt et al. (2009), preventing any conclusions to be drawn about the failure to
replicate.
Effect sizes in the rate-building literature
The results from Porritt (2007) suggest that the rate-building procedure
used during the training component increased retention accuracy when
reinforcement rate and number of practices were held constant. The present study
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used similar procedures and produced contrary results; findings from both studies
were statistically significant. However, according to Kirk (1996), statistical
significance testing may provide a misleading representation of the effect from
independent variables.
Statistical significance provides a measure of the likelihood that the
change between conditions (or difference between groups) was not due to chance
(Sterne & Smith, 2001). Kirk (1996) argues this measure can be misleading
because the probability value of .05 is arbitrary, leading researchers towards
different conclusions about similar treatment effects. For example, a one
percentage difference in accuracy scores using a sample of 100 participants can
become statistically significant if 100 participants were added, even though the
treatment effects remained similar. Effect size provides another measure on the
relationship between variables.
The various effect size measures provide estimates of the magnitude of the
effect between two or more variables (Ferguson, 2009) and they are recommended
for use in addition to statistical tests (Wilkinson & Task Force, 1999, p. 599).
Although the present findings and those of Porritt (2007) were statistically
significant, investigating the size of the effect seen may provide clarity on the
different conclusions.
Partial eta squared was the effect size calculated in the present study.
Partial eta squared is generally a good index of the relationship between
experimental conditions (Ferguson, 2009). To determine effect size, Cohen
(1992) suggests r = .1 as a cut-off for small effect sizes. However, Ferguson
(2009) argues that Cohen did not anchor this cut-off across effect sizes, presenting
unequal values (e.g., Cohen’s r and d). As an alternative, Ferguson suggests
effect sizes are anchored to a minimum of r =.2 as a measure of practical
significance. Ferguson notes this is the suggested minimum, not a guarantee of
practical significance and that it should not, as Cohen (1992) suggests, be applied
rigidly. Ferguson’s suggestion creates partial eta effect sizes of .04, .25, and .64
for minimum, moderate, and strong effect sizes, respectively. Ferguson’s
suggestions were not only used in the present study, but also used to determine
effect size in the rate-building literature for the present discussion.
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Effect sizes for the present data were calculated by dividing the sum of
squares effect by the sum of the sum of squares effect and the sum of squares
error. The effect sizes for the present data for percentage correct in the present
study during the Training and Retention components were .69 and .26,
respectively. The effect sizes for the Training and Retention components are
strong and moderate, respectively (Ferguson, 2009). The effect size for
percentage correct in Porritt’s (2007) study, based on the data presented in his
analysis of variance tables, during the Training and Retention components
were .94 and .93, respectively. The experimental conditions showed a strong
effect during the Training and Retention components (Ferguson). Although both
studies showed strong effect sizes during the Training component, the effect size
for the Retention component differed. This difference raises the question about
effect sizes in related research.
As mentioned previously [Experiment 1.1 Introduction], results from
studies that have controlled for reinforcement rate and number of practices have
either not shown favourable results for using the rate-building procedure
(Campbell, 2012; Cohen, 2008; Evans et al., 1983; Fox & Ghezzi, 2003;
Wheetley, 2005), have been mixed (Shirley & Pennypacker, 1994) or have been
shown to produce a moderate effect size (Holding et al., 2011). Results from
these studies, along with the present findings and a recent review of the literature
(Johnson & Street, 2014), questions the retention enhancing effects of ratebuilding when procedural controls are used. Some well-cited Precision Teaching
studies not controlling for reinforcement rate or number of practices, however,
report that rate-building improves retention accuracy (Berens et al., 2003; Bucklin
et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2007; Ivarie, 1986; Young et al., 1985). Taken the
unfavourable outcomes from rate-building studies using procedural controls,
closer inspection of the effect size from studies not controlling for reinforcement
rate and number of practices is warranted.
Initial inspection of the data from rate-building studies not using
procedural controls showed the effect size from only two could be calculated
(Bucklin et al., 2000, Ivarie, 1986); data needed to calculate effect sizes in other
studies was not presented (Berens et al., 2003; Hughes et al., 2007; Young et al.,
1985).
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As mentioned previously [Experiment 1.1 Discussion], Ivarie (1986)
investigated the effects of two different performance standards on accuracy and
retention of identifying Arabic numerals across three achievement category
groups. Students were placed into achievement category groups of above mean,
mean, and below mean, based upon a pre-test. Ivarie concluded the faster
response rates led towards greater retention accuracy. Closer inspection of the
data revealed this effect was not statistically significant for the mean and above
mean groups, suggesting outcomes for using the rate-building procedure were
favourable only for the below mean group. The effect size for the below mean
group (.87) is considered to be strong (Ferguson, 2009), suggesting a significant
and strong effect of the rate-building procedure on retention accuracy with
participants in the below mean group.
Bucklin et al. (2000) compared the effects of rate-building and accuracy
training on the retention and application of Hebrew symbols, nonsense symbols,
and Arabic numerals using a stimulus equivalence task. Following initial training,
participants either continued at 100% correct or were required to meet a
performance standard. Tests for retention and application were administered four
weeks post training. Retention tests were then administered every two weeks to
half of each group, while the other half of each group received retention tests
every four weeks. The final retention test was administered sixteen weeks post
training. Application tests revealed no significant differences between the two
groups. Bucklin et al. tested for percentage correct and corrects per minute during
the retention tests. At four weeks post training, the percentage correct difference
between groups was 2.5 and is considered to be strong (Ferguson, 2009). Percent
correct was also significantly different between groups during follow-up retention
tests. At four weeks post training, number of corrects per minute was not
significant between the two groups. Group differences in fluency scores revealed
a minimum effect (.58). Corrects per minute were also not significantly different
between the two groups during the follow-up retention tests. The lack of
differences in corrects per minute is particularly important because greater
response rates, generated by the rate-building procedure, are argued to maintain at
similar rates before and after periods of no practice (Doughty et al., 2004); this
effect was not found in the data presented by Bucklin et al. Closer inspection of
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studies in which data needed to calculate effect sizes was not presented revealed
mixed outcomes and procedural confounds (Berens et al., 2003; Hughes et al.,
2007; Young et al., 1985).
Young et al. (1985) used a within-subject design to compare the outcomes
of teaching two behaviours at two different performance standards using the ratebuilding procedure. Young et al. suggested greater performance standards
maintained at similar rates following a four month retention interval, showing
favourable outcomes for generating greater response rates using the rate-building
procedure. However, closer inspection of the data revealed the lower performance
standard generated similar response rates before and after the retention interval,
suggesting both performance standards ensured retention. Mixed outcomes were
also found in the data presented by Berens et al. (2003).
Berens et al. (2003) investigated the effects of rate-building on saying
computation flashcards. Participants were encouraged to reach a performance
standard and were then tested for retention, endurance, and application. The
authors concluded that greater performance standards improved retention
accuracy, however, closer inspection of the data revealed this finding rarely
occurred. For example, there were several occasions when a greater performance
standard did not enhance retention accuracy or if it did, the change in retention
accuracy was minimal. This outcome, along with the findings from Ivarie (1986),
Bucklin et al. (2000), and Young et al. (1985) suggest the effects of rate-building
on retention accuracy are mixed.
As mentioned previously [Experiment 1.1 Introduction], Hughes et al.
(2007) compared the effects of a rate-building procedure (RBP) and a teaching as
usual (TAU) condition on reading retention accuracy. The authors concluded the
group receiving rate-building showed improved accuracy during retention tests.
Closer inspection of procedures revealed that children in the rate-building
condition were exposed to an error correction procedure, an additional variable
not used during the TAU conditions. This finding is important because the
favourable outcomes for the rate-building group may have also been a product of
the error correction procedure. Thus, it is possible that error correction
confounded the rate-building procedure for the RBP group.
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A closer inspection of the results from Ivarie (1986), Young et al. (1985),
Bucklin et al. (2000), Berens (2003), and Hughes et al. (2007) revealed mixed
outcomes and problems with internal validity. Young’s data showed outcomes
were similar during both performance standards, while other studies showed the
rate-building procedure failed to produce similar response rates before and after
the retention interval (Berens et al., 2003; Bucklin et al., 2000; Ivarie, 1986). In
one study, it was unclear whether the rate-building or other differences between
conditions produce the stated outcomes (Hughes et al., 2007), generating
problems with internal validity (e.g., history).
A number of Precision Teaching studies have stated benefit from using the
rate-building procedure without incorporating procedural controls (Berens et al.,
2003; Bucklin et al., 2000; Hughes et al., 2007; Ivarie, 1986; Young et al., 1985).
A closer inspection of these studies revealed mixed outcomes from using the ratebuilding procedure and, in one case, procedural confounds. Data needed to
calculate effect sizes was not presented in most of these studies. In the two
studies in which effect sizes could be calculated (Bucklin et al., 2000, Ivarie,
1986), the effect size was determined to be large (Ferguson, 2009), suggesting a
significant and strong effect from the rate-building procedure on retention
accuracy. However, as Doughty et al. (2004) points out, number of practices
and/or reinforcement rate may account for the large effect size.
Investigating effect sizes in studies not incorporating procedural controls
revealed there is little support that the rate-building procedure has a large effect on
retention accuracy. Less support was found for the effects of rate-building on
retention fluency. Rate-building studies that incorporate procedural controls have
shown rate-building does not improve retention accuracy (Cohen, 2008; Fox &
Ghezzi, 2003; Wheetley, 2005; Experiments 1.1-1.8), with exception to Porritt
(2007) and Porritt et al. (2009). Therefore, it is possible the reason the present
investigation did not replicate the Retention component finding from Porritt
(2007) is because the rate-building procedure, alone, has a minimum effect on
retention accuracy.
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EXPERIMENT 2.1
As mentioned earlier [Experiment 1.1 Introduction], the goal for Precision
Teachers is to establish fluent performances in their students. Fluency ensures a
set of outcomes referred to as REAPS. It is argued that to achieve fluency
requires rate-building (Berens et al., 2003; Binder et al., 1990; Haughton, 1972;
Binder, 1996). As discussed earlier, the majority of rate-building research has had
procedural confounds (Doughty et al., 2004). However, Porritt et al. (2009) used
a repeated acquisition procedure to overcome these confounds and concluded
from their results that rate-building produces greater retention accuracy.
An important aspect of the repeated acquisition procedure is that it
provides a repeatable, within-subject measure of learning. In the work by Porritt
(2009), subjects learned a new chain sequence of responses during each
experimental session. As mentioned [Experiment 1.1 Introduction], relearning the
same task each session removes threats to internal validity (e.g., testing) discussed
in some rate-building studies (Berens et al., 2003; Kubina et al., 2004;
Shimmamune & Jitsumori, 1999). Despite its utility in rate-building studies,
some dimensions of the repeated acquisition procedure are not well understood.
The behaviour chains developed when using repeated acquisition are said
to be governed by environmental stimulus changes (e.g., colour cues) and from
the location of the previous response (Keller & Schoenfeld, 1950, p.200). For
example, the source of stimulus control for an L-C-R behaviour chain could come
from the key colour designated for each link, the previous response position, or
both (Kelleher, 1966). These different sources of stimulus control present two
different explanations for how chains are developed.
One explanation is the chaining hypothesis (Skinner, 1938, p. 32). The
critical aspect of this chaining hypothesis is the role assigned to response
produced stimulus changes. For example, a correct response during Link 1
produces a stimulus that signals the correct response for Link 2. Thus, one
explanation for how behaviour chains are formed is that each stimulus serves a
discriminative function for the next correct response.
A second explanation for how behaviour chains are formed is the unitaryresponse hypothesis (Hull, 1952). The critical aspect of this hypothesis is that
once a behaviour chain has been established, it may function as a single, unitary
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response (Kelleher, 1966) in the absence of discriminative stimulus changes. For
example, the movement to complete a correct response during Link 1 governs the
correct response during Link 2; behaviour chains are learned without additional
environmental cues.
The chain and unitary-response hypotheses pose two conflicting
explanations of the same behaviour phenomenon. The former states that
behaviour chains are learned from response produced stimulus changes in the
environment, whereas the latter states behaviour chains can be developed without
discriminative stimuli. There are two studies that have attempted to clarify the
role of stimuli governing behaviour chain formation in the repeated acquisition
procedure (Snodgrass & McMillan, 1989; Thompson, 1970).
Thompson (1970) required pigeons to learn a new four link behaviour
chain across three consecutive sessions. Using a reversal design (e.g., ABA)
within each session, a new chain was learned using colour cues during the first
and last part of each session. During this second part of each session, coloured
cues were removed so that responses did not produce any discriminative stimuli.
Keylights were dimmed following each correct response during the second part of
each session. Thompson’s results showed a greater decrease in errors when
responding produce discriminative stimuli, suggesting colour cues facilitated
learning.
Similar to Thompson (1970), Snodgrass and McMillan (1989) examined
whether responding during a repeated acquisition procedure is facilitated by
discriminative stimuli. Using a reversal design, subjects learned a new behaviour
chain during a training session. A test session followed each training session.
During the test session, the same behaviour chain was trained, but the final 15
trials were a “test block”. During this test block, the colours presented for each
link changed to allow examination of whether subjects’ behaviour was under the
control of colour cues.
The test blocks were under one of two conditions, either a sequence- or
conditional discrimination-appropriate condition. In the sequence-appropriate
condition, the next chain link was presented only if the pigeons responded based
upon the correct position, not colour. In the conditional discriminationappropriate condition, the next chain link was presented only if the pigeons
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responded based upon colour, not position. Results showed more errors were
made when chain links advanced during the sequence-appropriate condition.
Results suggest that colour cues facilitated learning of behaviour chains. Findings
from Experiment 1 may be brought to bear on the results of Snodgrass and
McMillan.
Experiment 1 found that greater response rates improved accuracy. It may
be that the different conditions used by Thompson (1970) and Snodgrass and
McMillan (1989) generated different rates of reinforcement, thus response rates
differed across conditions. This difference in response rates may have produced
the greater accuracy in their experiments, not the use of colour cues.
Thompson (1970) and Snodgrass and McMillan (1989) have shown that
discriminative stimuli facilitate behaviour chains. Conducting a microanalysis of
response patterns during each link of the repeated acquisition procedure may
reveal additional effects from independent variables on behaviour chain formation
that were not revealed in original analysis (Cohn, MacPhail, & Paule, 1996; Cohn
& Paule, 1993)
Experiment 2.1 replicated the procedures from Snodgrass and McMillan
(1989) to compare findings. A microanalysis was conducted by examining the
response rate and response latency during each experimental condition (Cohn et
al., 1996; Cohn & Paule, 1993). Being that some chain sequences have been
shown to be more difficult than others (Wright & Paule, 2007), the chains selected
for Experiment 2 were identical to the ones used in Experiment 1. Using similar
chains across experiments ensures that comparisons made between outcomes of
experiments were not due to differences in task difficulty.
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Method
Subjects
Six subjects, numbered 11 through 16, were experimentally naïve ShaverStarcross domestic hens (Gallus gallus domesticus). The hens were housed
individually in home cages (500-mm long × 510-mm wide × 420-mm high), in a
ventilated room on a 12-hr light: 12-hr dark cycle. They had free access to water;
grit and vitamins were provided weekly. Throughout the experiment all hens had
red fleshy combs suggesting good health. Each hen was weighed every day an
experimental session took place (approximately six days per week) and they were
maintained at 80% (+/-5%) of their free-feeding body weights through feeding of
commercial layer pellets.
Apparatus
The apparatus was a particleboard experimental chamber (530-mm long,
470-mm wide, 530-mm high). The chamber floor was covered with a thick clear
plastic that had black plastic matting on top (300-mm long x 300-mm wide). A
food magazine was located on the right-hand wall of the chamber behind an
opening (115-mm high × 70-mm wide) that was centered 100-mm above the
floor. When operated, the magazine was lit with a clear bulb and raised; giving
the subjects access to wheat. Three horizontally spaced (100-mm) keys (30-mm
in diameter), which could be lit blue, red, or yellow with a 28 V multi-chip LED
bulb were placed above the magazine opening (400-mm from the floor). Each
key required a force of approximately 0.2 N to close a micro switch.
All experimental events were controlled and recorded by Med-PC® IV
software run on a Dell Optiplex GX110. Summary data for each session were
also manually written into a data book at the end of each session.
Procedures
The procedures for keypeck training, Phase I, Phase II, and Phase III were
identical to those used during Experiment I. The auto-shaping procedure lasted
for 13 sessions. Five sessions were required to complete Phase I. Phase II
continued for 10 sessions and Phase III lasted for 20 sessions.
The procedures for the repeated acquisition procedure for Phase IV were
similar to those used during Phase IV of Experiment I except there was no ITI
separating chain completions. All hens were exposed to six series of the same 12
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chains sequences used during Phase IV of Experiment 1. Phase IV lasted for 48
sessions.
Experimental Sessions. During each experimental session, the hopper was
raised for 2 s access to wheat following completion of five chains. The hopper
light was illuminated following each chain completion. Experimental sessions
were either training or testing.
During the training sessions, each hen learned a new chain sequence.
Each training session was divided into six blocks, with each block requiring
subjects to complete 25 chain completions. A training session ended once
subjects completed all six blocks, 150 total chain completions. Test sessions
occurred the day following a training session. The number of responses, chain
completions, and reinforcers delivered during each block of the Training and Test
session is presented in Table 2.1.1.
The chain sequence trained during the previous training session was used
during the Test session. Each test session was divided into six blocks. Blocks 1-5
each required subjects to complete 25 chains. Block 6 was a test block. During
the Test block, the colours presented for each link changed. The colour
illuminating each key for Link 1, 2 and 3 were now red, yellow, and blue,
respectively. Two experimental conditions were used during the Test block.
Sequence-appropriate condition. During sequence-appropriate conditions,
correct responses were defined by the sequence position used during the training
session and Blocks 1-5 of the Test session. For example, if an L-C-R sequence
was used during the training session and Blocks 1-5 of the testing session, a left
keypeck during Link 1 of the Test block was considered correct and the chain
sequence advanced to the next link. After subjects completed 15 chain
completions, a new chain was trained during the next training session.
Conditional discrimination-appropriate condition. During conditional
discrimination-appropriate conditions, correct responses were defined by the
colour presented during each chain link for the training session and Blocks 1-5 of
the Test session. For example, if an L-C-R sequence was used during the
Training session and Blocks 1-5 of the Test session, a centre keypeck during Link
1 of the Test block would be considered correct and the chain sequence advanced
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to the next link. After subjects completed 15 chain completions, a new chain was
trained during the Training session.
If a subject pecked an illuminated key not designated as correct during any
link (i.e., error), all keylights were darkened for 1 s. During this blackout period,
keypecks did not produce a consequence. After the 1 s, the three keylights were
again illuminated with the same colours as before the blackout until a correct
keypeck was made for that link.
After three chains were trained (termed Phase A) and testing under the
Sequence-appropriate condition (termed Phase B), the Conditional discriminationappropriate condition began (termed Phase C). Each experimental condition was
in effect for six consecutive sessions, after which a different condition began (i.e.,
an A/B/A/B/A/B/A/C/A/C/A/C experimental design). The session type, order of
sessions, chain used in each session, and the experimental conditions are
presented in Table 2.1.2.
Summary data that were manually recorded in the data book at the end of
each session included the total errors in each component, session time in seconds,
and reinforcers delivered. Event data were recorded by Med-PC® using a system
of 1’s and 0’s to represent events and responses that occurred within the chamber.
These 1’s and 0’s were used to calculate percentage correct, response rate, and
latency. All raw data used in the following analysis, along with the programs
used to analyse the data, can be found in the Appendix.
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Table 2.1.1
Number of responses, chain completions, and reinforcers delivered during each
block of the Training and Test session.
Training session

Test session

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 1

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 1

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 2

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 2

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 3

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 3

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 4

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 4

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 5

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 5

75 responses
25 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 6

15 responses
5 chain completions
1 reinforcers (FR1)

Block 6
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(Test block)

Table 2.1.2
Session type, order of sessions, chain used in each session, and the experimental
conditions are given.

Session Type

Chain

Experimental Condition

R-L-R

None

R-L-R

Sequence-appropriate

R-C-L

None

R-C-L

Sequence-appropriate

L-C-L

None

L-C-L

Sequence-appropriate

R-L-R

None

R-L-R

Conditional discriminationappropriate

R-C-L

None

R-C-L

Conditional discriminationappropriate

L-C-L

None

L-C-L

Conditional discriminationappropriate

Session 1
Training
Session 2
Test
Session 3
Training
Session 4
Test
Session 5
Training
Session 6
Test
Session 7
Training
Session 8
Test
Session 9
Training
Session 10
Test
Session 11
Training
Session 12
Test
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Results
Single-subject data for Table 2.1.4 and Figures 2.1.1-2.1.4 were analysed
using a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance for all measures during
the Sequence- and Conditional discrimination-appropriate conditions for
Experiment 2.1. The alpha level for all statistical comparisons in all situations
was set at .05 and any results that reached this level were presented with an
asterisk (*) in Table 2.1.3. Except where indicated with a hashtag (#) in Table
2.1.4, Mauchley’s Test was not significant so sphericity was assumed. In these
instances, and for Experiments 2.1-2.3, Greenhouse Geisser correction was used.
Post-hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni correction, as recommended
by Fields (2005).
Table 2.1.4 shows the percentage correct, percentage errors, and number
of errors during the Sequence- and Conditional discrimination-appropriate
conditions. On the left- and right-hand panels of the table, the numbers from left
to right indicate the percentage of correct during the block preceding the Test
block (bracketed numbers), percentage correct during the Test block, percentage
of total errors on the conditional discrimination or sequence key during the Test
block, percentage of total errors on the “other” key during the Test block, and the
total number of errors during the Test block. The following outlines the measures
used in this study, how they were calculated, and what was found. Table 2.1.5
shows, for comparison, the same data from the study by Snodgrass and McMillan
(1989).
A correct response represents a key peck to an illuminated key designated
as correct. The percentage of correct during the block preceding the Test block
was calculated by dividing the total number of responses to an illuminated key
during Block 5 of the Test session by the total number of correct responses for
that block. Percentage correct was similar between the two conditions for all
subjects and the data from these conditions were not significantly different (Table
2.1.3)
The percentage of correct during the Test block was calculated by dividing
the total number of responses to an illuminated key during Block 6 of the Test
session by the total number of correct responses for that block. Percentage correct
was greatest during the Conditional discrimination-appropriate condition for all
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subjects. The data from these conditions were significantly different (Table 2.1.3)
and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
The percentage of total errors on the conditional discrimination or
sequence key represents a response to an illuminated key during the Test block
that was not correct and was either a sequence- or conditional discriminationappropriate response, based upon the experimental condition. For example, a
sequence-appropriate keypeck under the Conditional discrimination-appropriate
condition would be considered a sequence-appropriate error. The percentage was
calculated by dividing the total number of responses to illuminated keys during
Block 6 of the Test session by the total number of errors for either the sequenceor conditional discrimination-appropriate key, based upon condition, for that
block. The percentage of conditional discrimination-appropriate errors was
greater than the sequence-appropriate percentage of errors. The data from these
conditions were significantly different (Table 2.1.3) and effect size, partial eta
squared, was moderate (Ferguson, 2009).
The percentage of total errors on the “other” key represents a response to
an illuminated key during the Test block that was neither a sequence- nor
conditional discrimination-appropriate response. This percentage was calculated
by dividing the total number of incorrect responses on the “other” key during the
Test block by the total number of responses to an illuminated key during Block 6
of the Test session. The percentage of errors on the “other” key was generally
similar and the data from these conditions were not significantly different (Table
2.1.3)
The total number of errors represents the number of responses to
illuminated keys during the Test block that were not designated as correct. The
total number of errors was greatest during the Sequence-appropriate condition for
all subjects. The data from these conditions were significantly different (Table
2.1.3) and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
Fig. 2.1.1 shows the mean response rates (+ 1 SD) across chains for Blocks
1-6 of the Test sessions under the Sequence-appropriate and Conditional
discrimination-appropriate conditions for all subjects. Response rates were
greatest during the Sequence-appropriate condition during Blocks 1-6 for all
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subjects. The data from these conditions were significantly different (Table 2.1.3)
and effect size, partial eta squared, was moderate (Ferguson, 2009).
Fig. 2.1.2 shows the mean response latency (+/- 1 SD) across chains for
Blocks 1-6 during the Test session under the Sequence-appropriate and
Conditional discrimination-appropriate conditions for all subjects. For each group
of data points, the first, second, and third plot represents Links 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Response latencies were greatest during Link 1, regardless of
experimental condition. This finding was significant (Table 2.1.3) and effect size,
partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
Fig. 2.1.4 shows the mean response latency (+/- 1 SD) across chains for
Link 1 during Blocks 1-6 under the Sequence-appropriate and Conditional
discrimination-appropriate conditions for all subjects. Response latency was
greatest following the fifth chain completion during each block, regardless of
experimental condition. This finding was significant (Table 2.1.3) and effect size,
partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
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Table 2.1.3
Analysis of variance results during the Training and Test Blocks of Experiment
2.1

Comparison

MS
Treatment

MS
Error

df

F

p

Partial
Eta
Squared

Percentage correct prior to Test block
Sequence X
Conditional
Discrimination

132.25

32.96

1, 17

4.01

.06

.19

Percentage correct during Test block
37960.03

146.56

1, 17

259.00

p<.0001* .94

Percentage of total errors during Test block
11844.69

938.69

1, 17

12.62

.002*

.43

Percentage of total errors on the “other” key during Test block
641.78

736.54

1, 17

.87

.36

.05

Total number of errors during Test block
30276.00 7248.00

1, 17

71.01

p<.0001* .81

Mean response rates for Blocks 1-6 during Test sessions
.083

.002 1, 35

37.78

p<.0001* .52

Mean response latency for Blocks 1-6 during Test sessions
Link 1 X Link
2 X Link 3

Trial 1 X Trail
2 X Trial 3 X
Trial 4 X Trial
5

12.74
.04 2, 20 289.02 p<.0001* .96
Mean response latency for Link 1 during Blocks
1-6 of Test sessions

165.6

.83

160

4, 40

200.71

p<.0001* .95

Table 2.1.4 and Table 2.1.5
Percentage correct, percentage errors, and number of errors during the
sequence- and conditional discrimination-appropriate conditions. On the leftand right-hand panels of the table, the numbers from left to right indicate the
percentage of correct during the block preceding the Test block (bracketed
numbers), percentage correct during the Test block, percentage of total errors on
the conditional discrimination or sequence key during the Test block, percentage
of total errors on the “other” key during the Test block, and the total number of
errors during the Test block.
Table 2.1.4

Subject
11

12

13

14

15

16

Test
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Sequence correct
% Correct
Errors
% SD % Other Total
BL
Test
[97]
36
78
22
27
[99]
36
85
15
27
[95]
16
87
13
79
[95]
22
69
31
54
[82]
31
53
47
34
[93]
9
73
27
144
[92]
21
69
31
55
[80]
21
79
21
56
[91]
13
82
18
98
[91]
22
72
28
54
[77]
25
78
22
46
[92]
17
81
19
72
[92]
25
70
30
44
[92]
27
73
28
40
[92]
21
67
33
55
[94]
19
81
19
63
[97]
18
87
13
69
[89]
16
81
19
77

Conditional discrimination correct
% Correct
Errors
% SQ % Other Total
BL
Test
[94]
83
33
67
3
[82]
88
100
0
2
[90]
94
100
0
1
[95]
79
25
75
4
[93]
83
100
0
3
[84]
88
0
100
2
[87]
83
0
100
3
[75]
100
0
0
0
[87]
100
0
0
0
[94]
88
0
100
2
[86]
71
83
17
6
[89]
83
67
33
3
[68]
47
71
29
17
[84]
83
33
67
3
[87]
100
0
0
0
[96]
100
0
0
0
[92]
100
0
0
0
[88]
94
100
0
1

Table 2.1.5
Reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons

Snodgrass and McMillan (1989)
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Sequence Appropriate
Conditional Discrimination Appropriate
1.0

11

12

13

14

0.8
0.6

Rate
Response
Mean
Response
Rate (per
s) (responses/s)

0.4
0.2
0.0
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
1.0

16

15
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

Block 6

Block 5

Block 4

Block 3

Block 2

Block 1

Block 6

Block 5

Block 4

Block 3

Block 2

Block 1

0.0

Fig. 2.1.1. The mean response rates (+ 1 SD) across chains for Blocks 1-6 of the
Test sessions under the Sequence-appropriate and Conditional discriminationappropriate conditions for all subjects.
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Sequence Appropriate
Conditional Discrimination Appropriate

5

11

12

13

14

4
3
2

(in s)
Latency (s)
Response
Mean Latency

1
0
5
4
3
2
1
0

16

15

5
4
3
2
1
0

Blocks 1-5

Block 6
Test Block

Blocks 1-5

Block 6
Test Block

Fig. 2.1.2. The mean response latency (+/- 1 SD) across chains for Blocks 1-6
during the Test session under the Sequence-appropriate and Conditional
discrimination-appropriate conditions for all subjects. For each group of data
points, the first, second, and third plot represents Links 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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Sequence-appropriate
Conditional discrimination-appropriate
20

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Block 4

Block 5

Block 6

15
10
5

11

0
20
15

Latency
(in s) Latency (s)
Response
Mean

10
5

12

0
20
15
10
5

13

0
20
15
10
5

14

0
20
15
10
5

15

0
20
15
10
5

16

0
5 10 15 2025 5 10 15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25 5 10 15 20 25 5 10 15

Trials

Fig. 2.1.4. The mean response latency across chains for Link 1 during Blocks 1-6
under the Sequence-appropriate and Conditional discrimination-appropriate
conditions for all subjects.
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Discussion
Experiment 2.1 replicated the procedures from Snodgrass and McMillan
(1989) with hens to compare results. Similar to Snodgrass and McMillan,
percentage correct during Blocks 1-5 was generally similar between experimental
conditions, suggesting all subjects were responding with equal accuracy before
each Test block. Percentage correct during the Test block was greatest during the
Conditional discrimination-appropriate condition. This finding suggests hens
were responding to key colour more than position of last response, supporting the
chaining hypothesis (Skinner, 1938, p. 32). Given the case here, and given the
similarity in procedures (e.g., repeated acquisition), it is likely subjects responding
in Experiment 1 was governed by key colour.
Similar to Snodgrass and McMillan (1989), the percentage of errors on a
conditional discrimination-appropriate key was greater than errors made on a
sequence-appropriate key, supporting the finding that hens were responding to
key colour more so than the position of last response. The percentage of errors on
the “other” key was generally similar during the Conditional discrimination- and
Sequence- appropriate conditions.
As previously mentioned [Experiment 2.1 Introduction], conducting a
microanalysis of response patterns during each link of the repeated acquisition
procedure may reveal additional effects from independent variables on behaviour
chain formation that were not revealed in original analysis (Cohn et al., 1996;
Cohn & Paule, 1993). Response rates were assessed because Experiment 1 found
that greater rates enhanced accuracy. Response rates were greatest during the
Sequence-appropriate condition for all hens. This finding suggests that colour
cues, not response rates, accounts for the greater percentage correct during the
conditional discrimination-appropriate condition. This result supports the
conclusion that colour cues facilitate responding during the repeated acquisition
procedure (Snodgrass & McMillan, 1989).
A microanalysis of response patterns revealed latency to respond was
greatest during Link 1, regardless of experimental condition; showing that
subjects responded faster as the chain links progressed. This finding suggests that
control of responding is coming from previous responding, regardless of
condition. Closer inspection of Link 1 latencies revealed the greater Link 1
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latency durations occurred after reinforcement was delivered. This finding
suggests that these Link 1 latency durations were due to post-reinforcement
pausing. This finding suggests that the latency to respond to Links 1-3 were
generally similar, supporting the conclusion that colour cues facilitate responding
during the repeated acquisition procedure (Snodgrass & McMillan, 1989).
In summary, Experiment 2.1 replicated the procedures of Snodgrass and
McMillan (1989) and found similar results. The results of the present study
suggest subject’s responding during chain completions in Experiment 1 were
governed by the coloured cues presented during each link. Microanalysis of
response rates and latencies provided additional information and further supported
the same conclusion as Snodgrass and McMillan, supporting the chaining
hypothesis (Skinner, 1938, p. 32)
As previously mentioned [Experiment 2.1 Introduction], Thompson’s
(1970) data showed a greater decrease in errors when correct responses produced
discriminative stimuli (e.g., colour cues). Conducting a microanalysis of response
patterns during each link of the repeated acquisition procedure may reveal
additional effects from independent variables on behaviour chain formation that
were not revealed in original analysis (Cohn et al., 1996; Cohn & Paule, 1993).
Experiment 2.2 replicated the procedures from Thompson (1970) to compare
findings and extended the analysis by examining response rates.
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EXPERIMENT 2.2
Introduction
The goal of Experiment 2.2 was to replicate the procedures from
Thompson (1970) and compare findings.
Method
Subjects
The same six subjects from Experiment 2.1 participated in this study.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 2.1.
Procedures
Subjects did not require pre-training due to previous exposure to the
repeated acquisition procedure. The same three chain sequences used in
Experiment 2.1 were used in the present investigation. A reversal design was
used in each session (e.g., ABA) in which subjects were required to complete
sixty chain sequences (i.e., 180 trials) across three experimental conditions. Table
2.2.1 shows the number of responses, chain completions, reinforcement schedule
and experimental conditions during each session.
Colour cue condition. During the Colour cue condition (i.e., Condition
A), subjects made chain completions using the repeated acquisition procedure in a
similar fashion to Experiment 2.1.
No-colour cue condition. During the No-colour cue condition (i.e.,
Condition B) subjects completed chains using the repeated acquisition procedure
in a similar fashion to Experiment 2.1 with one exception. The three keylights for
each link were illuminated in white and were dimmed for .9 s following each
correct keypeck.
If a subject pecked an illuminated key not designated as correct during any
link (i.e., error) in either condition, all keylights were darkened for 1 s. During
this blackout period, keypecks did not produce a consequence. After the 1 s, the
three keylights were again illuminated with the same colours as before the
blackout until a correct keypeck was made for that link.
Each experimental condition ended following twenty chain completions
(i.e., sixty trials) and each condition was broken into 2 blocks of ten chains.
Reinforcement was presented for 2 s following every fifth chain completions.
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Table 2.2.1.
The number of responses, chain completions, reinforcement schedule and
experimental conditions during each session.

30 responses
10 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 1
Condition A
Colour cues

30 responses
10 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 2

30 responses
10 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 3
Condition B
No-colour cues

30 responses
10 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 4

30 responses
10 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Block 5

30 responses
10 chain completions
5 reinforcers (FR5)

Condition A
Colour cues
Block 6
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Results
Figure 2.2.1 shows the mean number of errors (+/- 1 SD) across chain type
for each block of ten trials under the Colour cue or No-colour cue experimental
conditions. The data show greater number of errors during the No-colour cue
conditions for all subjects. This finding was significant (F (2, 10) = 144.67, p
< .0001,

= .82.) and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).

Figure 2.2.2 shows the mean response rate (+1 SD) across chain type for
each block of ten trials under the Colour cue and No-colour cue experimental
conditions. Response rates were greatest during the No-colour cue condition for
all subjects. This finding was significant (F (2, 10) = 38.87, p < .0001,
and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
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= .73.)

60
11

Colour cues
No-colour cues

12

50
40
30
20

Average
Number of
of Errors
Errors
Number
Mean

10
0
60

14

13

50
40
30
20
10
0
60

15

16

50
40
30
20
10
0
123456123456123456

123456123456123456

Condition Condition Condition
A
B
A

Condition Condition Condition
A
B
A

Blocks of TenTrials

Blocks of TenTrials

Figure 2.2.1. The mean number of errors (+1 SD) across chain type for each
block of ten trials under the Colour and No-colour experimental conditions.
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1.0
11

Colour cues
No-colour cues

12

0.8
0.6

AverageResponse
Response Rate
s)
(responses/s)
Rate(per
Mean

0.4
0.2
0.0
1.0

14

13

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
1.0

15

16

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
123456123456123456

123456123456123456

Condition Condition Condition
A
B
A

Condition Condition Condition
A
B
A

Blocks of TenTrials

Blocks of TenTrials

Figure 2.2.2. The mean response rate (+1 SD) across chain type for each block of
ten trials under the Colour and No-colour experimental conditions.
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Discussion
Experiment 2.2 replicated the procedures from Thompson (1970) to
compare findings. Similar to Thompson, there was a greater decrease in errors
during the Colour cue condition. This finding suggests that subjects learned the
chain sequence more rapidly with the colour cues.
The greater percentage of corrects during the conditional discrimination
condition of Experiments 2.1 and 2.2 suggests that response produced stimulus
changes (e.g., colour change from Link 1 to Link 2) governed subjects’
responding during the repeated acquisition procedure, supporting the chaining
hypothesis (Skinner, 1938, p. 32). Given the case here, and given the similarity in
procedures (e.g., repeated acquisition), it is likely subjects responding in
Experiment 1 was governed by key colour.
As previously mentioned [Experiment 2.1 Introduction], response rates
were assessed because Experiment 1 found that greater rates enhanced accuracy.
Response rates were greatest during the Sequence-appropriate condition. This
finding suggests that the greater accuracies during the colour condition were
produced by the cues, not the response rate.
In summary, the present investigation replicated the procedures by
Thompson (1970) and found similar results. Response rate data provided
additional information and further supported the same conclusion as Thompson,
showing favour for the chaining hypothesis (Skinner, 1938, p. 32). As previously
mentioned [Experiment 2.1 Introduction], Thompson (1970) dimmed the
keylights during the No-colour cue condition. Keylight dimming could be argued
to provide an additional stimulus following each correct response. Added stimuli
following correct responding has been shown to affect the accuracy of completing
chain sequences (Hursh, 1977).
Hursh (1977) used a within-subject design to investigate the effects of
added stimuli on monkey’s chain completion accuracy using a repeated
acquisition procedure. Subjects were presented with a new three-link chain each
session where, following a correct response during the link, a new colour was
projected onto all three keys. In addition to the colour, a correct response also
produced a white spot of light superimposed in the corner of the correct key (i.e.,
distinctive stimulus). Stimuli were systematically removed to test the effects of
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the distinctive stimuli on chain completion accuracy. Hursh concluded the added
distinctive stimuli improved accuracy. This outcome suggests the added keylight
dimming used by Thompson (1970) may have impacted chain completion
accuracy. Experiment 2.3 examined the effects of keylight dimming on chain
completion accuracy.
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EXPERIMENT 2.3
Introduction
Experiment 2.3 examined the effects of keylight dimming on chain
completion accuracy.
Methods
Subjects
The same 6 subjects from Experiment 2.2 participated in this study.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 2.2.
Procedures
The present study used the same ABA reversal design within each session
as was used in Experiment 2.2 with one exception. Four experimental conditions,
colour cues with keylight dimming (A), colour cues without keylight dimming
(B), no-colour cues with keylight dimming (C), and no-colour cues without
keylight dimming (D), were arranged across four different ABA reversals (e.g.,
Reversals 1-4). The order of experimental conditions within Reversals 1-4 are
presented in Table 2.3.1.
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Results
Figure 2.3.1 shows the mean number of errors (+/- 1 SD) across chain type
under each experimental condition. Each symbol (filled circle) represents the sum
of errors from a block of ten trials and the mean was calculated across chain type.
Dotted phase change lines represent the different conditions within each session
and the solid lines represent a new reversal (e.g., Reversals 1-4). The number of
errors was greatest during the No-colour cue conditions (C and D) of Reversals 1,
2, and 4, regardless of keylight dimming for all subjects. Number of errors
decreased during the first condition of each reversal, regardless of experimental
condition.
Figure 2.3.2 shows the mean response rate (+/- 1 SD) across chain type
under each experimental condition. Each symbol (filled circle) represents the sum
of responses divided by the time to complete a block of ten trials and the mean
was calculated across chain type. Dotted phase change lines represent the
different conditions within each session and the solid lines represent a new set of
reversals (e.g., Set 1-4). Response rates were greatest during the no-colour cue
conditions during reversals 1 and 2 for all subjects. Table 2.3.2 shows this finding
was significant and effect size, partial eta squared, was large (Ferguson, 2009).
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Table 2.3.1.
The order of experimental conditions for Reversal 1-4.
Conditions
Reversal 1

B

D

B

Reversal 2
Reversal 3
Reversal 4

A
A
C

C
B
D

A
A
C

Table 2.3.2
Analysis of variance results for response rates during Reversal 1 and Reversal 2
of Experiment 2.3
MS
MS
Comparison Treatment Error

df

F

p

Partial
Eta
Squared

Reversal 1
B-D-B

.10

.001

2, 10

86.92 p < .0001* .74

Reversal 2
A-C-A

.123

.004

2, 10
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72.39 p < .0001* .71

Reversal 1
80

B

D

Reversal 2
B

A

C

Reversal 3
A

A

B

Reversal 4
A

C

D

C

11

60
40
20
0
80

12

60
40

Average
NumberofofErrors
Errors
Number
Mean

20
0
80

13

60
40
20
0
80

14

60
40
20
0
80

15

60
40
20
0
80

16

60
40
20
0
123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456

Blocks of Ten Trials

Figure 2.3.1. The mean number of errors (+/- 1 SD) across chain type under each
experimental condition. Each symbol (filled circle) represents the sum of errors
from a block of ten trials and the mean was calculated across chain type.
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Reversal 1

Average Response
(per s)
(responses/s)
Rate Rate
Mean Response

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

B

D

B

Reversal 2
A

C

A

Reversal 3
A

B

Reversal 4
A

C

D

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

C

11

12

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

13

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

14

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

15

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

16

123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456123456

Blocks of Ten Trials

Figure 2.3.2. The mean response rate (+/- 1 SD) across chain type under each
experimental condition. Each symbol (filled circle) represents the sum of
responses divided by the time to complete a block of ten trials and the mean was
calculated across chain type.
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Discussion
Experiment 2.3 examined the effects of keylight dimming under Colour
cue and No-colour cue conditions. Errors were greatest under the No-colour cue
condition, similar to the results by Thompson (1970) and Experiment 2.2.
Response rates were greatest during the Sequence-appropriate condition,
suggesting the effects of colour and no-colour cues, not response rate, impacted
response accuracy.

Contrary to our predictions, keylight dimming did not

impact accuracy during any experimental condition, suggesting dimming did not
govern accuracy in the experiment by Thompson. This finding is contrary to
other studies showing added stimuli improve accuracy (Hursh, 1977).
In the study by Hursh (1977), the added stimuli following each correct
response differed across Links 1-3. For example, a white light was projected onto
the correct key following a correct response during Link 1. A second white light
was projected onto the correct key during Link 2 and a third white light was
projected onto the third correct key during Link 3. This arrangement added a new
stimulus following each correct response while the present study dimmed all three
keylights (i.e., the distinctive stimuli) in a similar manner during Links 1-3. It is
possible dimming the keylights in a similar fashion during Links 1-3 in the
present investigation prevented the distinctive stimuli from governing subject’s
chain completion accuracy. Therefore, one possible explanation as to why the
keylight dimming did not impact chain completion accuracy may be because the
added stimuli following each correct response was similar across chain links.
The present study showed errors decreased during the first condition of
each set of reversals, regardless of experimental condition. This finding suggests
that both colour cues and position of last response (i.e., the No-colour cue
condition) governed response accuracy. This finding is similar to the data
presented by Thompson (1970). The decrease in errors during the first set of
reversals during no-colour cue conditions suggest that some of the subjects’
responding was governed by the position of the previous response, supporting the
unitary-response hypothesis (Hull, 1952). As discussed by Kelleher (1966), it is
possible that the behaviour chains established during the repeated acquisition
procedure were functioning as a single, unitary response in the absence of
discriminative stimulus changes. Given the case here, and given the similarity in
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procedure (e.g., repeated acquisition), subjects responding in Experiment 1 was
under control of both position of last response and the key colour presented during
each chain link.
Experiment 2.3 found the position of last response and colour cues both
governs subjects’ accuracy. Both these variables have also been shown to
differentially affect behaviour in anatomical studies of avian hippocampus
(Watanabe, 2001). Watanabe investigated the effects of hippocampus lesions in
pigeons on spatial discrimination across colour cue and no-colour cue conditions.
His results showed the lesions effected accuracy only when no-colour cues were
used, suggesting that the hippocampus affects pigeons spatial discrimination.
These results also support the present findings; position of last response and
colour cues differentially affect behaviour. Based on these and similar findings
(Thompson, 1970; Snodgrass & McMillan, 1989; Watanabe, 2001), it could be
argued the colour cues used during each link of the repeated acquisition procedure
are a performance enhancer. The added colour cues improve accuracy, and thus,
could confound the effects of the rate-building procedure.
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SUMMARY
Experiment 2.1 and 2.2 replicated procedures by Snodgrass and McMillan
(1989) and Thompson (1970), respectively, and found similar results, supporting
the chaining hypothesis (Skinner, 1938, p. 32). The results of these studies
showed that colour cues govern response accuracy during the repeated acquisition
procedure, suggesting that subjects in Experiment 1 were responding to each
chain link based upon colour.
Experiment 2.3 investigated the effects of keylight dimming during Colour
and No-colour cue conditions, supporting both the chaining (Skinner, 1938, p. 32)
and unitary-response (Hull, 1952) hypotheses. It was found the keylight dimming
used by Thompson did not impact chain completion accuracy. This finding is
contrary to the study by Hursh (1977), who showed added stimuli following
correct responding enhanced chain completion accuracy. One reason for the
different outcomes may be because keylight dimming was similar across the three
chain links in the present study.
Experiment 2.3 showed that both colour cues and position of last response
govern chain completion accuracy. The findings of Experiment 2.3 suggest
subjects responding in Experiment 1 could have been governed by either the
colour of each link or the position of last response. As mentioned previously
[Experiment 2.3 Discussion], colour cues could confound the effects of the ratebuilding procedure.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT 2
Porritt (2009) used a repeated acquisition procedure to overcome
procedural confounds in Precision Teaching studies and concluded that ratebuilding improved retention accuracy. Despite its utility to provide a repeatable
within-subject measure of learning, some dimensions of the repeated acquisition
procedure are not well understood; two conflicting theories explain what governs
responding during the repeated acquisition procedure (Hull, 1952; Skinner, 1938).
Two studies have attempted to clarify the role of stimuli governing responding
during the repeated acquisition procedure (Snodgrass & McMillan, 1989;
Thompson, 1970).
The aim of Experiments 2.1-2.3 was to replicate the procedures of
Snodgrass and McMillan (1989) and Thompson (1970) to clarify the role of
stimuli in the repeated acquisition procedure. Experiments 2.1-2.3 tested the
following research questions:
1. Does colour or position of last response govern chain completion
accuracy?
2. Will conducting a microanalysis of response patterns during each link
of the repeated acquisition procedure reveal additional effects from
independent variables during the repeated acquisition procedure (Cohn
& Paule, 1993; Cohn et al., 1996)?
3. Did keylight dimming affect the results by Thompson (1970)?
With respect to the first research question, the data from Experiments 2.1
and 2.2 suggests that the colour presented during each chain link governed
subjects responding. These data are consistent with the findings of Snodgrass and
McMillan (1989) and Thompson (1970), supporting the chaining hypothesis
(Skinner, 1938, p. 32). An extension of the Thompson procedure (Experiment
2.3) revealed that both colour and position of last response govern responding in
the repeated acquisition procedure, supporting both the chaining (Skinner, 1938,
p. 32) and unitary-response (Hull, 1952) hypotheses. Given the case here, and
given the similarity in procedure (e.g., repeated acquisition), it is likely subjects
responding in Experiment 1 was under control of position of last response and the
key colour presented during each chain link. As previously discussed
[Experiment 2.3 Discussion] using colour cues confounds the rate-building
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procedure. To avoid the confound from using colour-cues, future rate-building
studies using the repeated acquisition procedure could ensure subjects respond
based upon position of response only. This can be accomplished by eliminating
colour cues during each chain link of the repeated acquisition procedure.
A microanalysis of subjects’ response rates was conducted because results
from Experiment 1 suggested that greater response rates improved accuracy. With
respect to the second research question, the response rate data from Experiments
2.1-2.3 suggested response rate did not impact accuracy. A microanalysis of
response latency during Links 1-3 from Experiment 2.1 revealed the greater Link
1 latencies were not a product of subjects responding based upon the previous
response, but were due to post-reinforcement pausing. This finding supports the
conclusion of Snodgrass and McMillan (1989). Conducting a microanalysis of
latencies and response rates provided additional information and further supported
the same conclusion drawn by Snodgrass and McMillan (1989) and Thompson
(1970).
With respect to the third research question, the data from Experiment 2.3
suggests that the dimming used by Thompson (1970) did not impact response
accuracy during the repeated acquisition procedure. These findings are contrary
to studies suggesting that using additional cues facilitates learning (Hursh, 1977).
As mentioned [Experiment 2.3 Discussion], procedural differences may have
accounted for the contrary findings.
As previously discussed [Experiment 2.1 Introduction], Experiments 2.1
and 2.2 showed that colour cues governed responding during the repeated
acquisition procedure, confirming the chaining hypothesis (Skinner, 1938, p. 32).
However, an extension of the Thompson (1970) procedure revealed that response
accuracy during the repeated acquisition procedure is also governed by position of
last response, confirming Hull’s (1952) unitary-response hypothesis. This finding
suggests that both theories predict what stimuli govern responding during the
repeated acquisition procedure. More research is needed to clarify the predictions
made by both theories, what governs responding during the repeated acquisition
procedure used in rate-building studies.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present investigation consisted of eleven experiments across two
series of studies. The first series had two parts; part one replicated the procedures
by Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al., (2009) to demonstrate the repeatability of their
findings. Training component findings were similar to those of Porritt, but
percentage correct under the Retention component differed. Given the contrary
outcomes, the studies in part two attempted to replicate the Retention component
results of Porritt by using variables that have been shown to improve retention
accuracy. The results replicated Porritt only when similar behaviours were trained
between the Training and Retention components. The second series of studies
investigated the role of stimuli in the repeated acquisition procedure. Findings
suggest that colour cues enhance accuracy, more than position of last response.
However, as previously discussed [Experiment 2.3 Discussion], using colour cues
within the repeated acquisition procedure confounds the rate-building procedure.
While results from these studies have been discussed previously, some warrant a
more general discussion
There are two different ways to define fluency. The majority of people,
specifically educators, use a definition of fluency based on the topography or
appearance of the behaviour. For example, the lay person may describe behaviour
as fluent when it is fast, smooth, and rhythmic. This type of fluency will hereafter
be termed “topographical-fluency”. Precision Teachers, however, define fluency
based upon the outcomes (e.g., retention, endurance, application) of generating
greater response rates. This type of fluency will hereafter be referred to as
“outcome-fluency”.
There are two different ways of defining a response in Precision Teaching.
Precision Teachers may define a response as an instance of behaviour, a response
without a measurable duration (e.g., shorter than 1 s). For example, a student’s
response when answering a math fact provides an instance of behaviour. This
type of response is similar to a keypeck in the present study. A keypeck could be
considered a response without a measurable duration. Hereafter, this type of
response will be referred to as an “instant-response”. Precision Teachers also
define a response as having duration. For example, reciting the Pledge of
Allegiance could be considered a response that has duration. This type of
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response is similar to the time to complete Links 1-3 in the present study.
Hereafter, this type of response will be referred to as an “extended-response”.
Precision Teachers investigate the outcomes of generating topographicalfluency, typically set towards a criterion, by focusing on the rate of instantresponses. For example, Hughes et al. (2007) investigated the outcomes from
generating greater rates of vocabulary words, a response that has no measurable
duration, by setting specific goals. Similarly, the present study investigated the
outcomes of generating greater instant-responses rates (e.g., key depressions)
under the No-delay condition. It can be said, therefore, that rate-building studies
investigate the effects of topographical-fluency on outcome-fluency by focusing
on the rate of instant-responses. Thus, when response rate is hereafter discussed,
it will refer to the rate of instant-responses.
As opposed to focusing on response rate, decreasing the duration of a
response may also lead toward topographical-fluency (Howell and LorsonHowell, 1990). Although the duration of extended-responses can be measured in
Precision Teaching studies, they typically aren’t. Based on the suggestion by
Howell and Lorson-Howell, perhaps a more relevant measure of topographicalfluency is measuring the duration of chain completion. Thus, extended-responses
will hereafter be referred to as response duration. The present discussion suggests
that both response rate and duration may generate topographic-fluency.
Understanding the role of rate and duration in creating topographical-fluency may
shed light on how to best generate outcome-fluency, the goal for Precision
Teachers.
It is assumed that response duration and rate are correlated, an example
can be found within traditional Precision Teaching methods. Traditionally,
Precision Teachers use one-minute timings. Participants are encouraged to
respond as fast and accurate as possible, typically set to a criterion. As
topographical-fluency is developed, response duration decreases. In this case
response duration and rate are correlated. These two measures can also be
independent from one another. In an applied example, a participant can practice a
song on the piano twice per day. While the rate of practice remains constant
across months, the duration of practice (e.g., the response) will decrease as
performance becomes more topographically-fluent. Thus, response duration and
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rate are correlated, but not in all cases. This raises the question whether response
duration or rate better predict topographical-fluency.
Investigating the outcomes of conditions in which delays are imposed
within or between responses is one way to test whether response duration or
response rate better predicts topographical-fluency. In the present study, response
duration represents the duration from the illumination of Link 1 keylights to the
emission of the third correct keypeck (i.e., the response during Link 3). The
present study imposed a delay following each correct keypeck (e.g., Withinchains delay) and after a response (e.g., Between-chains delay). Results showed
that, while response rates were similar under these two conditions, response
durations differed; the condition generating shorter response durations (e.g.,
Between-chains delay) produced the greatest topographical-fluency. Analysis of
this result from Experiment 1.3 shows significant differences between
experimental conditions, F (2, 6) = 29.4, p < .05,

= .91. This result suggests that

response duration has a significant effect on topographical-fluency. This analysis
is important because it suggest that response duration, rather than response rate,
generated topographical-fluency. Thus, an alternative interpretation of the data
presented in this thesis suggests that response duration, not response rate, led
towards topographical-fluency. This finding suggests that reducing duration
(Howell & Lorson-Howell, 1990) or topographical fluency, rather than increasing
rate, may be the critical variable for developing outcome-fluency.
The correlation between response duration and rate has led Precision
Teachers to investigate the outcomes of generating topographical-fluency,
typically set towards a criterion, by focusing on response rate. An interpretation
of the data in the present study suggests focusing on duration-reduction also leads
towards topographical-fluency. Reaction time is another measure, favoured by
cognitive researchers, used to show topographical-fluency (Deary, Liewald, &
Nissan, 2011).
Reaction time, or the time from the onset of a stimulus to a response
(Sternberg, 1969), has been the measure of automaticity since the 1890’s (Deary
et al., 2011). Like topographical-fluency, automaticity refers to the ability to
respond quickly and effortlessly (Dougherty & Johnston, 1996; Logan, 1978).
However, unlike behavioural researchers, cognitivists state that automaticity is
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produced by inner changes of associative and perceptual processes (LaBerge &
Samuels, 1974). These inner changes are revealed in reaction time data; shorter
reaction times suggest shortened perceptual processing, and the more “automatic”
the response becomes (LaBerge, 1973). Thus, it can be argued that response rate,
duration, and reaction time are different measures from two scientific approaches
(e.g., behavioural and cognitive), all aimed at producing topographical-fluency.
While there is a lot of research focused on response rate and reaction time, little
research exists focusing on duration-reduction in generating topographicalfluency. It may be that focusing on duration-reduction will aid Precision Teachers
in producing outcome-fluency.
Generating topographical-fluency by focusing on duration-reduction
changes the landscape of Precision Teaching’s quest to produce outcome-fluency.
The first change is the dependent measure. As previously discussed [Experiment
1.1 Introduction], Precision Teachers focus on response rate to generate
topographical-fluency. An interpretation of the data in the present study suggests,
rather than response rate, duration-reduction should also be a considered as a
dependent measure in developing topographic-fluency. Future research could use
a performance standard that would be based upon response duration. For example,
the performance standard could be completing ten consecutive chains, with each
chain being completed under 2 s. The retention accuracy generated by different
performance standards could then be assessed.
Interestingly, treating duration as a dependent measure impacts the initial
question of this thesis. Viewing the effects of response rate while controlling for
extra practices has been the focus of Precision Teaching discussions (Doughty et
al., 2004, Binder, 2003; Kubina, 2005) and research (Campbell, 2012; Cohen,
2008; Holding, 2011; Fox & Ghezzi, 2003; Porritt, 2007; Porritt et al., 2009;
Wheetley, 2005) for the past several years. For example, the present study used
procedural controls to ensure response rate, not extra practices, accounted for
changes in retention accuracy. The argument is that response rate and practices
are correlated because extra practices are required for greater response rates
(Doughty et al., 2004). This argument does not hold for duration because, as
previously mentioned [General Discussion], response rate and response duration
are not necessarily correlated. Thus, the initial argument of whether response rate
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or extra practices account for outcome-fluency is weakened if response duration is
used as a dependent measure.
Overall, eleven experiments divided between two series of studies were
aimed at, first, replicating the findings of Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al. (2009)
and, then, gaining a better understanding of using the repeated acquisition
procedure in animal analogue learning studies. Findings from Series 1 of the first
part of replications suggest that greater response rates, when number of practices
and reinforcement rate are controlled, enhance training accuracy. However, the
greater response rates did not improve retention accuracy, a failure to replicate.
Findings from the second part of the first series replicated Retention Component
findings from Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al. (2009) when similar behaviours
were trained and tested. Due to the differing procedures used between studies, it
is still unclear why Porritt (2007) and Porritt et al. (2009) obtained different
Retention Component results than the present study. An interpretation of the
Series 1 data suggests that response duration may contribute towards
topographical-fluency. Thus, it may be that a focus on duration-reduction leads
towards greater retention accuracy. Findings from the second series of
experiments suggest attention should be paid to the use of cues when the repeated
acquisition procedure is used in learning experiments. Microanalysis from Series
2 data showed colour cues act as performance enhancers; if variables are to be
studied that effect acquisition, the present findings suggest using no-colour cues in
the repeated acquisition procedure. The present investigation began by asking
how Porritt obtained his results. Overall, the present study found that focusing on
duration-reduction, in an animal analogue study using a repeated acquisition
procedure with no-colour cues, may reveal the prime contributor to greater
retention in Precision Teaching.
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